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G-decomposable subspace of L*(G/r), where G is a real reductive Lie group and r 
is a lattice of rank one in G. If r is arithmetic this means that G has Q-rank one. 
The trace is given in terms of (weighted) orbital integrals and the usual intertwining 
and residual terms. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Selberg trace formula is one of the most powerful tools of represen- 
tation theory of reductive Lie groups in application to number theory, 
especially the theory of automorphic forms, to global analysis and 
geometry of locally symmetric spaces. However, up to now the trace for- 
mula has been developed only for a certain restricted class of reductive Lie 
and algebraic groups G and lattices r in them. The aim of the present work 
is to derive the trace formula for Hecke operators acting in L’(G/T), where 
G is a real reductive Lie group. subject to some natural mild conditions, 
and r is a lattice in G of rank one, which means that the geodesically 
embedded subspaces of the locally symmetric space K\G/T which are 
isometric to infinite open cones in Euclidean space are at most one-dimen- 
sional; i.e., in fact they are simply geodesic rays. (Here K is a maximal com- 
pact subgroup of G.) So K\G/T is clearly non-compact. It is possible to cut 
off a finite number of disjoint so-called parabolic cusps having a relatively 
simple structure to come up with a compact manifold with boundary. 
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The group G acts on L’(G/I’) by the left regular representation LGIr. A 
surrogate of the missing right regular action is provided by those elements 
of G which conjugate r to a lattice commensurable with r. By forming 
finite sums it is possible to build a representation of some algebra related 
to G and r, on L’(G/T) by action from the right. This is the way in which 
Hecke operators arise. They play an important role in the classical theory 
of automorphic forms, where one obtains explicit formulas for their traces 
in certain spaces of automorphic forms. The derivation of such formulas 
can be regarded as a special case of the following task. 
Denote by L$,(G/r) the closure of the sum of all L,,,-invariant 
irreducible closed subspaces of L’(G/r). If a is a K-finite compactly sup- 
ported smooth function on G then (as has been conjectured a long time 
ago and recently proved by Donnelly [ 11) the restriction of L,,,.(a) to 
L&&G/T) is of the trace class. After multiplication by a Hecke operator, 
which is bounded, the operator remains in the trace class. The aim is to 
lind an explicit expression for its trace and to extend the resulting formula 
to the wider class of rapidly decreasing LP-functions a (p < 1). 
The trace formula for L,,Aa) alone has been established in the situation 
at hand in [4] on an assumption which, in general, is unproved. We 
develop the trace formula for Hecke operators on an analogous 
assumption. However, W. Miiller has recently shown that the assumption 
in [4] is unnecessary, and his arguments seem to apply to the case of 
Hecke operators as well. Sometimes our proofs are simply an inspection of 
the proofs of [4] on whether they apply in our more general situation and, 
if not, an addition of necessary arguments. Nevertheless we prefer to give a 
reasonably self-contained presentation, since we are forced to introduce 
some simplified notation. Moreover, we simplify a number of proofs, e.g., 
in the calculation of the semi-simple parabolic terms. The treatment of the 
non-semi-simple term goes along the lines of [2]. We consider only com- 
pactly supported functions a. The extension to rapidly decreasing functions 
as in [4, Sect. 111 seems to be feasible and will be the subject of a 
forthcoming paper. 
I am grateful to W. Mtiller for the permanent care he took of my work. 
In particular, the explicit determination of the residues of zeta functions 
occurring in the trace formula is based on a suggestion of his. 
2. HECKE OPERATORS 
Most of the results of the present section being well known, we state 
them in order to set the stage and for the convenience of the reader. Our 
proofs are sometimes different from those existing in the literature. 
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The first basic notion is that of the commensurator of a subgroup r in 
the ambient group G. This is the subgroup 
r = { 5 E G: ‘r is commensurable with r}. 
Here and in the sequel, if S c G and x E G, by “S we mean the set XSX- ‘. 
Two subgroups of G are called commensurable iff their intersection has 
finite index in both of them. For brevity we do not indicate the dependence 
of r on the ambient group in the notation. 
Obviously, i= contains the normalizer of r in G and every subgroup of G 
commensurable with r. If <ET, then the double coset r<r lies in r. 
Sometimes i= is called the group of r-rational points of G or the commen- 
surability subgroup of r in G. For arithmetic lattices r in connected semi- 
simple Q-groups G, A. Bore1 has calculated 1”. Let us only note here that if, 
moreover, G has trivial centre and G(R) has no compact factors then 
i== G(Q) [9, Proposition 6.2.2-J. Another characterization of F has been 
given by Pjateckil-Sapiro [6, p. 1161. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a group, r its subgroup, l E G. Then r E i= ifs 
# (T\T{IJ < co and # (TtI’/IJ < co. More precisely, 
r\rcJrr rn rr\tr and rgrlr z r/r n cr. 
Proof. Let y1,y2Er. Then r<y,=r<y, iff tyiy;‘t-‘Er iff 
YlY2 -l E s-lr, therefore r\rgrg i-n 5-‘T\T. The other assertion is proved 
analogously. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a locally compact group, r a lattice in G, r E G. 
Then 
[r: rn VI < CO iff pr: rn 9-l <CO. 
In the case offiniteness both indices coincide. 
Proof: Let [r: rn <r] < co. By [7, Lemma 1.61, there exists a finite 
invariant measure on Gfrn <r, and therefore, by the other part of the 
same lemma, such measures exist on Glrr and <r/T, <r. Choosing the 
counting measure on the discrete groups, we have 
[r: rn 9-l vol(G/r) = vol(G/rn T) = pr: rn 9-l v0i(Gpr). 
The map x -+ <x is a measure-preserving isomorphism G/T-+ Glsr, and 
this completes the proof. 1 
Henceforth we shall assume that r is a lattice in the locally compact 
group G. The preceding lemmas provide reformulations of the definition of 
T, which will be used without mentioning. 
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DEFINITION. We denote by Sj(G, r) the space of r-biinvariant C-valued 
functions on T which belong to /‘(T/I’) with the inherited norm 
and the occurring subgroup indices coincide, 
$(G, r) = l'(T/ilr) n l'(r\l") 
in an obvious way. Needless to say, $j(G, r) is a closed subspace of 
/‘(T/I), so it is a Banach space itself. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The operations 
and 
equip s(G, r) with the structure of an associative inuolutive Banach algebra. 
The characteristic function of r serves as unit element. 
ProoJ I h, ) * I h2 ) is defined as a function with values in R + u { co } and 
left r-invariant. From 
= ,e;r (I h,(v)l ,s;,r I W3r1)l) = II h, II Ilh II 
we infer that the series defining h, * hz converges in l’(T\r). Moreover, 
Il~,*~,Il~lll~~l*l~~lIl=ll~,llII~,II. 
Now the subsitution r] + ~5: is admissible, which shows that 
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and that therefore /I, * h, is right r-invariant. The verification of the 
properties 
(h * h) * h, = hl * (h, * 4, (h, * /I*)* =/I: * iI:, 
IIP~II = IPI llhll (PEE@? II~*Il=II~II,~*Xr=Xr*~=~ 
is now straightforward. 1 
We call !$(G, I’) the Hecke algebra. Let us proceed to the definition of 
Hecke operators. 
DEFINITION. Let h E 4j(G, r), f E Lp(G/f ), p 2 1. For the time being, 
assume that h and f take values in 64 + u (cc }. By definition, for x E G, 
Obviously, T(h) f is right r-invariant. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let in the above definition p = 1. Then 
s (T(h)f)(x)dx= Ilhllll f III. G/f- 
Proof: Note that F/‘/r is a left r-homogeneous set and that the 
stabilizer of the coset gr in r is Tn 5r. Explicate the left-hand side as 
j- c 1 h(r)f(*ir)dx=LE~T/Th(S)5,,,,irf(xr)dx. 
GJr ra r\rlr YSI-II-~ Cr 
The last integral can be written as [ cT: Tn tr] times 
I,;, f(d) dx= I,, f(tx)dx. 
Now the asserted equality is obvious. 1 
This lemma implies that for arbitrary @-valued h E 5(G, r) and 
fE L’(G/T) the series defining T(h) f converges in L’(G/T) and that 
II W)f II 1 G II T(I h I) I f I II, = II h II II f II,. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For h E @(G, r) and f E Lp(G/T), p > 1, the series 
defining T(h) f converges in Lp(G/T) and gives rise to a representation T of 
!$(G, r) in LP(G/T). Moreover, 
II T(h)ll G II h II 3 T(h*) = T(h)*, 
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and, for x E G, 
T(h) &,r(x) = L3,Ax) T(h). 
Proof: For p = 1 we have already proved convergence and upper bound 
for the operator norm. Let p > 1, l/p + l/q = 1. Holder’s inequality provides 
(all sums being taken over < E T/lr) 
and from this and Lemma 2.4 we obtain 
= II h II l/9 (II h II II I f I p II 1 Pp = II h II II f Ilp. 
So the series defining T(h)f converges in Lp(G/T). Clearly 
II W)f Ilp G II h II II f Ilp. 
Now we shall prove that T is a representation. 
f~ Lp(G/T). By definition, 
Under the substitution &+ r the inner sum becomes 
1 ws-‘)fM)= c 1 M3Jv’)f(x5). 
cEr/rnn-‘r esrlr yErjrnq-‘r 
Substituting y + y - ’ and inserting the resulting expression, we see that 
(T(h,) T(h,)f)(x) is equal to 
c c c h,(aw-‘) M?)fW 
cEr/i- vErvfr y.rnq-‘r\i- 
= c c ~1(5V1)~,(rl)f(X5)~ 
rsrlr rlsr\r 
i.e., T(h,) T(h,) = T(hl * AZ). 
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In order to calculate the adjoint of T(h), let f~ Lp(G/T), ge L4(G/T), 
where q is as above. Then 
= c SEnrlr 48 jGjrntr fhm3 & 
In the same manner one shows that 
Substituting 5 -+ t; -’ in the last sum and x + x5 in the integral completes 
the argument. The last assertion of the proposition is obvious. 1 
The characteristic functions xs of the double r-cosets 8 lying in P form 
a basis of sj(G, f). Let !&,( G, r) denote the algebraic linear span of these 
functions. It consists of those h~$j(G, r) for which supp(h)/f or, 
equivalently, r\supp(h) is finite. Since 
supp(h, * 4 = supp(h,) suPP(h*), supp(h*) = supp(h)-‘, 
%,,(G, r) is an involutive subalgebra of B(G, r). Hecke operators coming 
from !&(G, r) preserve the property of having compact support. 
3. REDUCTION THEORY 
Henceforth we shall work in a much more special situation. This section 
serves to fix the assumptions and notation and to extend slightly the basic 
results of reduction theory. All prerequisites can be found in [5]. 
Let G be a real reductive Lie group with Lie algebra g = 3 0 gs,, where 3 
is the centre of g and gss = [g, g] is semi-simple. Denote by Z and G,, the 
corresponding analytic subgroups of G. We shall assume that G is 
admissible in the sense of [S], i.e., 
(i) AdGcInt gc, where gc=gOR@, 
(ii) G,, has finite centre, 
(iii) [G: Go] is finite. 
Fix once for all a maximal compact subgroup K of G and an involutive 
automorphism 8 of G with fixed point set K. The universal enveloping 
algebra of gc will be denoted by 6, the centre of the latter by 3. 
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Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G with unipotent radical N. A sub- 
group A = exp a of P is called a split component if
(i) a is a split abelian subalgebra of gs,; denote the root system by 
Z(g, a) and let 
C(n, a)= {AE,?& a): g,cn}; 
(ii) if L is the centralizer of A in G then P = LN is a Levi decom- 
position; 
(iii) tr ad,,(X) =0 for all 1 ~Z(tt, a) and all X in the Killing 
orthogonal complement m of a in 1. 
Put M= { IE L: 1 det Ad,,(l)1 = 1 (2 E E(n, a))}, a closed subgroup with Lie 
algebra m. Then L = MA, Mn A = { 1 }, and P = MAN is called the 
Langlands decomposition of P per A. In its turn, M is an admissible reduc- 
tive group. Put S = MN. 
A pair (P, S) consisting of a parabolic subgroup of G and its closed Lie 
subgroup is called a split parabolic subgroup of G if there exists a split com- 
ponent A of P with S = (S n L) N. The split component A is determined by 
(P, S) up to N-conjugacy. The only &stable split component is called the 
special one. Put 
rk(P, S) = dim P/S ( = dim A). 
Let now r be a lattice in G subject to the fundamental assumption 
introduced in [S, p. 62]-then one can associate with r a certain collection 
of split parabolic subgroups, said to be r-cuspidal, the minimal elements 
for the relation of succession then being termed r-percuspidal. Given P, its 
subgroup S is determined by the condition that (P, S) be r-cuspidal, viz. 
X,(P) being the group of those characters of P which vanish on Tn P. 
Let E(G, r) denote the set of r-percuspidal split parabolic subgroups of 
G. There are but finitely many equivalence classes in E(G, r) under con- 
jugation by l? Any two elements of E(G, r) are strongly conjugate, thus 
have the same rank, which will be called the rank of E The set E(G, r) is 
closed under conjugation by elements of the commensurator i= of r, as 
follows from [S, Proposition 2.21. Although the Bruhat lemma does not 
apply, there is some compensation. Let (P, S) E E(G, r) with split com- 
ponent A, and let W(A) be the Weyl group of A. Then the union 
t) PWP 
WE w(a) 
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is disjoint and contains every x E G satisfying “(P, S) E E(G, r) [S, 
Proposition 2.7(bis)], thus contains r. 
From now on we shall assume that rk(T) = 1. Therefore any proper 
r-cuspidal split parabolic subgroup (P, S) belongs to E(G, r). For such a 
pair (P, S) the group P n r (resp. N n r) is a uniform lattice in S (resp. N). 
If A is a split component, P= MAN the pertinent Langlands decom- 
position, put rM = M n TN. Then rM is a uniform lattice in M. Let 1 E a* 
be the unique simple root of (n, a). Given t > 0, put 
A[t]= {aEA:a’<t}, A(t)={a~A:a’<t). 
Here and in the following by an with aE A and /1 E a; we understand 
exp(/i(log a)). For any compact neighbourhood o of 1 in S, the set 6,,, = 
KA[t] o is called a Siegel domain in G relative to (P, S; A), while the set 
CC, t = KA(t) S is called a cylindrical domain relative to (P, S); it does not 
depend on A. 
After [S], we shall formulate the main theorem of reduction. Fix once 
for all a complete (finite) set ZJ of representatives for the r-conjugacy 
classes in E(G, r). 
THEOREM 3.1. There exist t, > 0 and Siegel domains 6,,, relative to the 
(P, S) E $j and their special split components such that the set 
has the following properties for every double r-coset Z”c i7 
(i) YT= G; 
(ii?) #((<E Z:Y<nY#@})<co; 
(iii) 6,,(rn P) = cl(Ep,r) (TV R); 
(ivE) there exists t,-~ (0, to) such that $5 E E, P, P’ E 5, 
then 
where Eps,p = { < E Z: P’ = <P}. 
The assertions retain their validity (possibly for smaller ts) tf we enlarge t, 
and the Siegel domains 6, f0 (P E 5). 
We preface the proof with an easy lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let P, P’ E 3, x E G, “P = P’. Then 6p,lx-’ is contained in 
a Siegel domain G>,,,. relative to (P’, s’; A’), where A’ is the special split 
component. 
58OC34/2-9 
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Proof Let x = ksa, where k E K, s E S, a E A. Then 
Gip,r~-l = KA[a-” t] .?oplkpl c ‘(KA[t’] ol) 
with o1 3 %.rs-i. But ‘A = A’, kS= S’, which gives the assertion. 1 
Proof of the theorem. In the case E= r our theorem reduces to 
Theorem 2.11 of [S]. So (i), (“‘) m are already proved. Turning to (ii& let F 
be a complete (finite) set of representatives for Z/“/r. For every P E 5, 5 E F, 
denote by P(t) that group in 3 which is r-conjugate to s-‘P. Then, by 
Lemma 3.2, C,,, = %,,,,Q for some tb > 0, y’ E r. Hence 
which is finite by (iir). This proves (iig). 
Now let 5 E Z, P, P’ E 5. Then c = &,y with y E r and lo E .Z3pl,pll for some 
P” E 5. Thus (&< &, c 6,,., ly for some t5 small enough (by the lemma 
again), and 
(5,.,,,rn~~,,,#0aP=PP",yErnP 
by (ivl-). This means r E Z,.,.. Clearly t,=min{tt;: ~EF} verifies (iv?). i 
COROLLARY. A double r-coset EC r contains but finitely many elliptic 
r-conjugacy classes. 
In fact, let 5 E E possess a fixed point Kx on K\G. There is a y E r with 
xy-‘~9’. But then (x~~‘).~<EKx~-~cY, i.e., ,4p.yrnY#@, which 
implies our assertion. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let E c r be a double coset, C c G a compact set, P, P’ E 3. 
Then there exists E > 0 such that 
X5Y -’ E C 
implies 5 E E”,, pf. 
for 5 E E and some x E 6,, E, y E 6,,,, 
Proof Recall that 6,, = KA[t] co. The set 
sz= u 5.0 
asACk 
is relatively compact in S. Put C, = &‘KCKfi’, where Q’ corresponds to 
P’. We shall prove the lemma with E < min(t,, tE/to). Let A, A’ be split 
component of P, P’. Decompose x = kas, y = k’a’s’, where k, k’ E K, 
aEA[&], a’EA’[E], SEO, S’EO’. Then ata’+‘EC,,. We can assume that 
C, c (Xp, 1,,, i.e., a{ E (%,.,.a’. But a’“’ < t,/t,, hence a< E a,.,,,. On the other 
hand, a” < t,,, hence aE6p,,o. So 6~,,,&~’ nC,,,# 0 and therefore 
rE3P.P. I 
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This is a convenient juncture to insert some remarks concerning the 
normalization of invariant measures on the groups under consideration. All 
discrete groups will be equipped with the counting measure. Fix biinvariant 
measures on G (arbitrarily) and on K (by the requirement vol(K) = 1). 
Then there is a unique right invariant measure on every P E E(G, r) such 
that 
JG f(x) dx = Jp lK f&p) dk 4. 
Let now P= MAN be a Langlands decomposition. We fix invariant 
measures on N (by the convention vol(N/N n r) = 1) and on A (by 
exponentiating the measure induced by the restriction of the Killing form 
to a). Now the measure on M is determined by 
Jp f(p) dp = jM IA I Aman) a” dn da dm 
for all f E C,.(P), where p E a* is defined by 2p(H) = tr(ad, Z-Z). It is easy to 
see that 
s U,~nrf(x)dx=~~~~i~,~~rf(kas)dsa2Ydadk 
for f E C,(G/P n r). Applying Lemma 1.7 of [7] to S/(S n r) N g M/r, 
and (Snr) N/SnTr N/Nnr, we see that 
s ~,s~~f(s)ds=ilr,,J‘,;,,,f(mn)dndm. 
Another point which we shall have occasion to use is the following. Let 
r = k’as E i= according to G = KAS. Obviously 
s p f(p) dp=a2p~p f(av)dp. 
Thus 
f.i 
f (kp) dp dk = azp 
SI f(ktp)dpdk K P K P 
and, if we put f (x) = g(x5 ~ ‘), this implies 
I 
G 
g(x) dx= azp I I g(k. sp) dp dk, 
K P 
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s 5p g(p) dp = a2p jp d%-P) dp. 
4. EISENSTEIN SERIES 
Here we shall give a brief summary of the theory of Eisenstein series, as 
developed in [3], and study their behaviour under Hecke operators. For 
this purpose we rewrite the constructions and results in a form independent 
of the choice of split components. 
Let (P, S) E E(G, r) and denote by N the unipotent radical of P. Put 
A,= PfS, M, = S/N 
with corresponding Lie algebras 
ap= PI% m,=e/n. 
For XE p, let 
pp(X) = $ tr(ad,X). 
Then pp is trivial on 5, so pp E a: in an obvious sense. Given x = kp E G 
with kc K, PEP, put 
aAx) = PS, 
thereby providing an analytic map a p: G + A,. If A is an arbitrary split 
component of (P, S) with corresponding M then we have canonical 
isomorphisms A + A,, M -+ M,. 
For r-cuspidal subgroups P, P’ with split components A, A’ consider, as 
usual, 
W(A’, A)=L’\{xgG: A’=“A}/L, 
which may be identified with a subset of Hom(A, A’). By our isomorphisms 
we obtain a set W(P’, P)c Hom(A,, Ap) which is independent of the 
choice of split components. We have an action 
WV”, PI --+ Hom(QrUpy 3MF) 
and the contragradient action 
VP’, P) + I-h&+ 3,,.), 
3 Mp being the centre of the universal enveloping algebra of m, c. 
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W(P) = W(P, P) is a group of order 2. Let w E W(P’, P). Then W(P’, P) = 
WI+‘(P) = W(P’) w. If 0 is a W(P)-orbit in 3,, then 8’ = “‘0 is a W(P’)- 
orbit in 3,,,+, which is independent of w. Such orbits 0, Co’ are called 
associate. 
Given (P, S) E E(G, Z), 6 E g, and x E 3,,,,,, let &(P, S, x) be the set of all 
@E C(G) having the properties 
(i) @ is a left b-function; 
(ii) @ is right invariant under (TnP)AN for some (thus for any) 
split component A of P; 
(iii) SK JSiSnr l@(ks)12 ds dk<oo; 
(iv) @(x; 2) =x(Z) Q(x) for all ZERO,. 
If OE w?\%.fp, put 
It is known that this is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space of analytic 
functins. If we omit condition (i), we obtain the space 
(the symbol I@ denoting the Hilbert direct sum). Its dense subspace of left 
K-finite functions is 
6X(P, Lo)= 1 &(P, 6,8). 
ae:R 
For @ E b( P, O), A E a;, c, define 
GA(X) = up( --pp Q(x). 
These functions form a space &(P, 0, A) isomorphic to &(P, 0) and charac- 
terized by the same conditions except those of (ii), which must be replaced 
by 
(ii,,) @(xy)=~,(y)“-~~@(x) for all y~(Tn P) AN. 
Denoting by (., .) the Killing form of g, let 
GfTp(a*,)= {bsa*,: (A,A,)>O), %?,(a*, c) = gp(a*p) + ia*p 
be the positive chambers in a*p and a;, c. Here Ap is the image of the unique 
simple root A of (P, S, A) under the isomorphism a* + a$; it does not 
depend on A. Put 
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The Eisenstein series attached to @ E I “(P, Lo) is by definition 
E(P, @, A, xl = 1 @,,(xy), 
YGI-/l-ClP 
which is absolutely and uniformly convergent for (A, x) varying in compact 
subsets of FP x G. 
Convolution from the left with K-finite a E C,(G) preserves left 
K-finiteness, so one easily shows that 
LGlr(a) W’, @, 4 x) = E(P, IndF((o, A))(a) @, 4 x), 
where IndF((O, A)) is the left regular representation of G on Q(P, 0, A) 
transported to &(P, 0). Explicitly, 
The notation should remind that IndF((O, A)) can be interpreted as an 
induced representation associated with the representation (0, ,4) of P by 
left translation on the space 
where 9(P, x, A) consists of those cp: P -+ @ which satisfy 
0) cp(py) = a,(y)” 4~) for all YE (rn PI AN; 
(ii) js,snr/~b)12~s<~; 
(iii) cp(p; Z) = x(Z) q(p) for all ZE 3 Mp.l 
The representation CO @ (0, A) in its turn can be regarded as 
IndP (Tn PjA,,,((A)), where (A) is the character of (Tn P) AN given by 
(~)cY)=aP(Y)-“. 
So, by induction in stages, we see that 
a representation which can be transported to d?(P) = Co @ d?(P, 0). 
We recall that the constant term of a function SEL&(G/T) along 
P’ E E(G, r) is defined as 
f”(x) = I,,,,. n rfixn) C&Z- 
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Put fp(x) = a,.(~)~~f~‘(x). It is known that 
EPV, @, 4 x) = 1 up.(xp (c(P’, P, w, A) O)(x), 
WE W(P’, P) 
where c( P’, P, w, /i) E Hom(bK(P, O), c.F’~(P’, 0’)) depends holomorphically 
on A E Fp and where 0’ is associate with Lo. 
Thus far we have only reformulated known facts. Let us now bring 
in Hecke operators. If (E r, then AcCP,= SAp, so atip)= ‘%xp, where 
<X= Ad(t) X for XE g. Moreover, ) <HI = lH( for HEa,, and pCsp,= <pp, 
thus 
f A,I,) f(u) .z@Fp’du =j f( 52) u2P’du. AP 
In the preceding section we saw that 
Together these facts imply that 
a formula which will be used presently. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (P,S)EE(G,ZJ, OEW(P)\~~,, @E&(P,O), JET. 
Put 
Q<(X) = c @(XY5 )? 
y~l-n~P~rn~l-n~P 
which is a finite sum. Then ~0~ E &( ‘P, %) and 
Proof: Let y E rn (P, y = <s, and y E AN. Since <yy{ = <y:ys = y< ‘-‘y and 
‘-‘y E AN, we see that Qi, is right invariant under ‘(AN) (and under Tn sP 
by definition). 
Further, let < = k’ys’, y E AN. Then 
X c 1 @(k&)1 2 ds dk 
yErnCP/rn~rnEP 
=[rncP:rnirniP]j Srs,;s,~r,rl~(ksr)12dsdk. 
K 
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The formula prepared before stating the lemma says that the integral 
equals up(r)‘@ times 
= [rn S: Tn <-‘rn S] 
ss 
1 O(kys)l 2 ds dk. 
K s/snr 
Since ‘-’ y E AN, the last integral is just 110 II ‘. 
Now let x E 0, CD E &(P, x), and ZE 3 Mp. Then 
CD&x; ‘Z) = c @(xy& (y*)-‘tz), 
ysrn~P/rn~i-nCP 
and from y E <S it follows that Ym’eZ= sZ in 3MtCpj. Therefore 
@(xy& 5-‘v-‘5Z) = @(xy[;Z) = x(Z)@(xys) and Q&x; <Z) = Cx(CZ)@5(x). 1 
The next lemma is merely an observation. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let (P, S)EE(G, ZJ, XEG, t~l? Then bp(x<) = 
qcP)(x). ‘a,(5). 
Proof Put x= k. ‘p, 5 = k’p’, so u,tp)(x)= (p. 5S, a,(r)=p’S. Then 
xr = kk’p’p, and the assertion is obvious. 1 
PROWSITION 4.3. Let (P, S) E E( G, r), 0 E W( P)\J Mp, @ E d “( P, U), 
h E !&(G, r). Then, for (A, x) E & x G, 
T(h) E(P, @, A, x) = c E(‘P, h(~)u,(<)“-PP@‘C, {A, x). 
<Er\rjrnP 
The sum over 5 is in fact finite. 
ProojI In the same notation, 
The inner sum can be written as 
c c @/fm?C), 
ysrIrnCp ~Ei-n~PIrn~rnCp 
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but ~~(x~~)=a,(x~)“~PP~(~~~)=~p(~)n~PPu~~p~(~)~~”-PP~~(~~~) by 
Lemma 4.2. Thus the inner sum becomes ap(r) A - pp times 
which on the basis of Lemma 4.1 can be interpreted as an Eisenstein series. 
(Note that ‘Yp= qtpJ.) Such series depend linearly on their second 
argument, and this completes the proof. 1 
In order to establish the spectral decomposition of L*(G/T) it is 
necessary to accomplish the meromorphic continuation of the Eisenstein 
series across the imaginary axis in a:, c. This has been done in [3]: For 
this purpose one has to consider Eisenstein series associated with a com- 
plete set of r-inequivalent cuspidal subgroups. Let us recall the pertinent 
constructions and results, simplified according to rk(T) = 1, and see how 
Hecke operators can be included into the picture. 
Denote as before by 5 our fixed set of representatives of the r-conjugacy 
classes in E(G, ZJ. Keep in mind that 5 is finite. Introduce a general split 
component 
= “a(P) for all x E G; P, "P E E(G, I') . 
Every element is determined by any of its components. A is canonically 
isomorphic to every A, (P E E( G, r)). So we have the simple root 1 E a*, 
the half-sum of roots p, the positive chamber %(a:) and the domain F. If 
A E a& HE aP, a E A,, the numbers A(H) and a” are defined in an obvious 
way. In analogy define the reductive group M, the Weyl group W, and the 
orbit space W\&,. 
For QE W\&, introduce the Hilbert spaces 
(which is finite dimensional) and 
where Cop is the element of W(P)\J,, corresponding to 0. By construction 
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all U, (PE 5) are associate. Given AE 27, let c,(U, A) be the 
endomorphism of 1(6, Co) defined by 
(%(Q, A) @)P, = 1 c(P’, p, WY,P, API @P 
Ptg 
for all (0 E 1(6, U), where w~,~ is the element of W(P’, P) corresponding to 
the nontrivial element of W, Ap is the element of ap corresponding to A, 
and Qp is the component of 4) in b(P, 6, Up). Then ~~(0, A) depends 
holomorphically on A E 5 and can be continued meromorphically to a& 
All its poles in the half-plane cl( -%(a$)) are simple and lie in the segment 
C-p, 0). Denote by Da, 0 the set of those A l a: at which c,(U, A) is 
holomorphic. The functional equations for c,(U, A) read 
c,(U, A) c,(U), -A) = Id; 
c,(U, A)* = c,(U, A). 
In particular, for A on the imaginary axis ia* all the ~(8, A) (6 E R) are 
unitary, so they fit together to form a unitary operator c(U, A) in g(U). 
If Fc k is finite, put 
Given @E b(F, U), define the Eisenstein series for all cusps 
Et@, A, x) = 1 W’, ae, A,, xl, PEE 
a differentiable function on 5 x G, holomorphic in A for fixed x. It can be 
continued to a differentiable function on D, 0 x G, holomorphic in A, 
which satisfies the functional equation 
E(d), A, x) = E(c(U, A) 0, -A, x). 
The statements made above describing the action of K-finite a E C,(G) on 
Eisenstein series extend by meromorphic continuation to all of a;, c. It is 
now easy to make an analogous statement about the Eisenstein series 
associated with all cusps. Let UE W\&, AE~:. Define Ind(0, A) to be 
that representation of G in b(U) for which the c!f(P, Up) are stable sub- 
spaces and whose restriction to &‘(P, Up) is equal to Indz((Up, AP)) for all 
P E 5. Then 
L.&a) Et@, 4 xl = E(Wu, A) a, A, xl 
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for all K-finite UE C,(G) and @E&~(O). By the functional equation, for 
pure imaginary A, 
~(0, A) Ind(B, A)(a) = Ind(O, -A)(a) ~(0, A). 
Again we can introduce 
WA) = C@Ind(O, A) = 0 Ind&‘,,.,,,((Ap)) 
c psi5 
with representation space 
fiT=~Ob(O)= @ B(P). 
0 PE5 
For pure imaginary A this representation is unitary. The operators ~(0, A) 
are then unitary, too, and thus form a unitary operator c(A) in 8’ satisfying 
c(A) Ind(A)(a) =Ind( -A)(a) c(A). 
Having recalled these known facts, let us again consider Hecke 
operators. The equality established in Proposition 4.3 is now valid in the 
sense of meromorphic functions on a;, c. Consider the summation over 
r\F/;lrn P. Fix P’ E 3. In every double coset rt(rn P) there is a unique 
double coset (rn P’) r((r n P) with ?P = P’. Introducing i=p,,p = 
((d: P’=5P) in analogy with the notation of Theorem 3.1, we thus have 
W)W, @,4x)= c W', Tp.,P(O,~)(h)@,Al,X), 
P’E i-j 
where A’ E a$., c is associate with A in the obvious sense and 
(TPf,P(OY A)(h) @)(x1 = 1 h(5) aP(f3” -pp Q&J 
5 E I-n P’\rr,,lrn P 
defines a linear transformation 
(0 and 0’ associate). For /i E ia$ we have, in view of Lemma 4.1, 
II TF,P(& A)V)ll 
< c lh(<)1 [rnP’:mrrnP’]1/2 [mP:fntm’mP]“” 
5 E l-n P’jl-p..p/rn P 
< 
( > 
J/2 
c Ih( [rn P’: Tn <rn P’] 
t~rnm,r~,~jrnp 
.( 
c Ih(<)I [f n P: Tn <-‘Tn P] 
~ErnP’\ry.plrnP > 
112 
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Moreover, T,<, p depends continuously on LI in the operator norm. 
Explicitly, ( Tpc,p(O, A)(h) Q)(x) is equal to 
Note that h(t) =h(y<), a,(S)= a,(yr) because of [-‘Y<E S, and that the 
stabilizer of e(rn P)E F,,,./f n P in the group Tn P’, acting from the 
left, is just Tn ‘Tn P’. So we may combine both sums to obtain 
(TF,~(~, A)(h) @)(x) = c Mt-1 ape)” -pp @cd) 
<ErP,P/I-np 
and, for /1 E iaf., 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let QE W\&, a~#(@), he !&(G, f). Then 
T(h) Et@,4 x) = EN& A)(h) ‘J’, A, x) 
as meromorphic functions on a& where T(O, A) is the representation of 
!&,(G, r) in 8(U) given by 
Summation over U gives a representation T(A) of &,(G, r) in Q defined by 
the same formula. For pure imaginary A, T(A) extends to a representation 
of 4j(G, f) having the properties 
II T(A)(h)11 G # (5)ll h II 3 
c(A) T(A)(h) = T( -A)(h) c(A). 
Proof The facts concerning the action of T(h) on the Eisenstein series 
follow from the remarks above. Further, for A pure imaginary, 
II ‘UAW) @II G c II(V @I,. II G c II Tp.AbM)Il II Qi II. 
P)E 5 P,P'ES 
After inserting our expression and applying the Schwarz inequality, this is 
seen to be bounded by 
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Note that the natural mappings p’pf,p/rn P + T/‘/r (resp. Tn P’\i=,fvp + 
r\r) are injective and have pairwise disjoint range for different P E 5. Thus 
11 T(A)(h)ll d # (s)[l h II. Clearly T(A) is a representation since T is one. 
The intertwining property of c follows from the functional equation. 1 
Remark. For h E Sj(G, ZJ, T(A)(h) depends continuously on A E ia* in 
the operator norm. To show this, let h E $j,,(G, r). Then it is clear that 
T(A)(h), considered as a function of A, lies in C,(ia*, End &), the Banach 
space of bounded continuous functions on ia* with values in the Banach 
space End 8. The property 
II T(AP)ll G # Wll h II 
shows that the map 
T( .): !&,(G, f) + C,(ia*, End 8) 
is continuous in the topology of !$(G, r). So our assertion is obvious. 
In the case rk(f) = 1, considered by us, the results on Eisenstein series 
recalled above combined with some constructions around theta series suf- 
fice to achieve the spectral decomposition of the orthogonal complement to 
the cusp forms in L*(G/r). We shall not go into details (which can be 
found in [S] or, for the continuous spectrum, in [S, Chap. 43) but instead 
recall the facts needed in the sequel. 
Denote by L&&G/T) the closure of the sum of all closed &,-invariant 
irreducible subspaces of L*(G/T), by Lf,,(G/T) its orthogonal complement. 
Given 6~& OEW\&.,, let .Y&,(G/T, 6, 0) be the subspace of 
L*(ia*, &(6, 6)) (with respect to the measure (1/4x)1 dA 1, where I dA I is 
induced by the Killing form) consisting of those F: ia* -+ &(6,0) for which 
F( -A)=c,(O, A) F(A). 
Then there exist isometric embeddings 
whose ranges Lzo,(G/T, 6, 0) are pairwise orthogonal closed subspaces 
spanning, when summed over 8, the 6th isotypic component Lzo,(G/T, 6) 
of L&,(G/T). On compactly supported F the isometry YTz is given by the 
absolutely convergent integral 
(~GPXx) =&s W(A), A, x)1 dA I 1.. 
for a.e. x E G. Moreover, 37; F is differentiable for compactly supported F. 
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Denote by 1;;; the adjoint of 92;. Then, for all f~ C,(G/T), @ E 8(6, U), 
Put 
@‘“of, @)(A) = j f(x) E(cP, A, x) dx. 
G/f 
and define Icon : Y&(G/lJ + L’(G/ZJ with range Lz,,(G/T) by 
Define the representation Ind of G in Yf,,(G/T) by 
(Ind(x) F)(A) = Ind(A)(x) F(A), 
which is correct since c(A) intertwines Ind(A) with Ind( -A). This represen- 
tation preserves the W\s,-types and admits the interpretation 
Ind=lj 
271 iW(e’) 
0 Ind(A)l dA 1. 
From the facts already stated its main property 
F’” Ind(x) = L,,Ax) Yg;‘O” 
can easily be deduced. 
In analogy, for h E 5j(G, r), F E Y&,(G/T), put 
U’(h) W*) = T(*)(h) F(A). 
Since c(A) intertwines T(A) with T( -A), this is again a function in 
dp&,,(G/T). Now from Proposition 4.4 it is clear that, on 2’z0,(G/T, 6, O), 
.a;;,“T(h) = T(h) Y”s;; 
for h E !&,(G, r). By continuity of T we obtain 
PROPOSITION 4.5. T is a representation of$(G, r) on Z&,,(G/T), which 
commutes with Ind and leaves .Y&,,(G/T, 6, 8) invariant for every 6 E k, 
0 E W\&. Moreover, 
9”” T(h) = T(h) P““, 
II T(h)ll d II h II . 
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We have, of course, the interpretation 
Using the estimate stated in the proposition (which follows from the fact 
that 9”‘” is isometric) it is not difficult to improve Proposition 4.4 by 
showing that, for all A E ia*, 
II T(AM)ll G II h II. 
Commuting with L,,,, T preserves the decomposition 
L’(GI’) = L&.(G/r) 0 L,&(G/r). 
Denote the corresponding orthoprojectors by pdis, PC“” and put 
L$;r(x)= L,,,(x)Pd'", L",";,(x)=L,,,(x)P""", 
Td'"(h)= T(h) Pdis, Z-"(h)= T(h)Pco". 
Note that PC“" = Y’“F”” and that the operators LGIr(x), T(h), Pdis and 
PC“" commute with one another. 
5. REMOVAL OF THE CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM AND TRUNCATION 
The next step in the standard procedure of developing the trace formula 
would be the construction of a kernel representing L$.(a) for sufficiently 
regular integrable functions a on G. This has been performed in 
[S, Chap. 81. Essentially the same arguments apply to the operator 
Tc”“(h) L&(a) for h E $j(G, r), as we shall just see. 
We remind that a continuous function cp on G is said to be of regular 
growth if there exist a nonnegative cpO EL'(G) and a compact symmetric 
neighbourhood .Af of 1 in G such that 
IVI6X”M * cpo. 
Denote by w’(G) Harish-Chandra’s Frtchet algebra of integrable rapidly 
decreasing functions. Every a E V’(G) is of regular growth. Moreover, 
I44l G I a I, ky * 9o)(x) 
for some compact JV, r E R, and ‘p. E L'(G) (cf. [8, Lemma 4.11). 
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Let cp be of regular growth-then in [S, Chap. 81 it has been proved that 
L,,,(q) is an integral operator with continuous kernel 
&AX? Y)’ 1 cp(xYY-‘) 
Yer 
and that there exists A E a* such that for every Siegel domain 6 relative to 
some P E E(G, r) and for every function cp of regular growth there exists 
CE R, such that 
From the proof of this result it can easily be derived that if cp = a E V’(G) 
then we can choose C = C’ 1 a 1 F, where C’ is independent of a. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let cp be a function of regular growth on G, h E B(G, I). 
Then L,,,(q) T(h) is an integral operator with continuous kernel 
Kp,,(x, Y) = c h(t) CP(X~Y-‘). SEr 
Moreover, there exists A E a* such that for every Siegel domain 6 relative to 
some PE E(G, I) and for every function cp of regular growth there is a 
C E R + such that for all h E $(G, I) 
If cp = c( E V1( G) then Ka,h is differentiable and we can choose C = C’ 1 a I r, 
where c’ is independent of a. 
Proof The estimate follows from what has been said and the obser- 
vation that 
The space q’(G) being closed under Q, analogous estimates apply to 
(D16D2)a (D,,~EQ), whence f& is differentiable. That it represents 
Lo,,-(a) T(h) is easy to see. 1 
We shall now construct a kernel for L”,“;,(a) T’““(h). Let cp be a K-finite 
function of regular growth, h E !$G, I). Given 6 E W\&, let I(0) be an 
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orthonormal basis for a(6) so selected that Z(6, 6) =Z(O) n&(6,8) is a 
basis of 6(6, 0) for each 6 E k. For e, e’ E Z(U), set 
C,,,,(cp, k 0, A) = (WQ A)(q) VU, A)(h) e’, e) 
and form 
Kv,h(~, Y, @A A) = 1 C,Jcp, h, 0, A) We, A, x) We’, A, Y), 
e,e’e I(Q) 
a finite sum due to our assumption on cp. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let a~%?l(G), ~E$(G, r). Then Lc,O;,(cr) F”(h) is an 
integral operator on C,“(G/T) with kernel KTi(x, y), continuous in each 
variable separately, which for K-finite a is given by the absolutely convergent 
integral-series 
In contrast to [5, Proposition 8.31 we can say something about the case 
of non-K-finite a. However, this improvement will follow essentially from 
the same arguments. We shall first consider the restriction of our operator 
to a certain subspace invariant under Lo,, and T. Namely, choose a finite 
collection 9 c W\3, and a compact W-invariant subset B of ia* (i.e., 
B= -B) and put 
where .L?z,,,(G/T, 0, B) is the subspace of LY,Z,,(G/Z, 0) consisting of those 
functions which have support in B. This subspace of T;“f,,(G/r) is clearly 
invariant under Ind and T, so L&,(G/T, 9, B) = Y”““(Y~,,(C/Z’, 9, B)) is 
invariant under L,, and T. Let Ppg , be the orthoprojector onto this 
subspace-then 
where PyB , is the projector in &?&,(G/Z) given by 
LEMMA 5.3. Let cp be a K-finite function of regular growth, h E !+j(G, r). 
Then L&cp) T(h) PFB is an integral operator with kernel 
Kdz(X, Y, 9, Bf = .Fs & j Kc+,&, y, 0, A)1 dA / . 
B 
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Proof We have PzB = 9conP~Blcon and, therefore, 
J&I-((P) T(h) PsyB 
= F”“Ind(cp) T(h) P‘g,F”” 
= 1 ( c C$) IndWW) Ps ( c 4:;), 
6e.F 6eF 6EF 
where Fc Z? is the finite set of K-types occurring in the decomposition of 
our K-finite cp. Now it is an easy matter to insert the explicit formulas 
stated above to obtain our assertion for cp E C,(G). The general case follows 
from 
I Ce,,.(% 4 0, AlI G II cp II 1 II h II 3 
all sums being finite. 1 
LEMMA 5.4. There exist T”E R, DE 8, x E a* such that for all Siegel 
domains 6, 6’ relative to some P, P’ E E(G, r) there is a CE R such that, 
for all K-finite c( E g’(G) and all h E fi(G, r), 
;jiae IKx,,ky,@~)IId~I 
dC(lali+ lali,o)llhll aAXY’a&Y (XEG,jYEG’). 
Proof To begin with, observe the following. Given cr E End tp(F, 0) 
(Fc K finite), we have 
oe’, e) e= oe’, 
where Z(F, 0) = IJaEF Z(6, 0). This remark implies 
1 (ae’, e) E(e, A, x) E(e’, A, y) = 1 E(ae’, 
e. e’ e’ 
that 
A, x) We’, A, Y) 
= c We, 4x) E(o*e, 4 Y), I? 
all sums being taken over Z(F, 0). Returning to our situation, we may 
assume, owing to the theory of the parametrix (cf. [8]) that 
a=/?*p+a*v, 
where j? E w’(G) is K-finite, p E C,(G), v E C:(G) are K-central. Since a = a, 
( =jjF * a * jF) and p = PF for some finite Fc K, xF being the sum of the 
corresponding normalized characters, we evidently have 
a=fi*p,+a*v,. 
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Applying our remark, we infer that K&x, y, 0, A) equals 
ee;oj WnW, A)@d T(fl, A)(h) e, A, x) EW(fl, A)@*) et A, Y) 
+ Wnd(@A A)(vd Vu, A)(h) e, A, x) E(Ind(O, ANa*) e, A, ~1). 
Now, by the Schwarz inequality, 1 KJx, y, 0, A)1 is bounded by 
) 
112 
T I Wnd(O, AI(P~) PO, A)(h) e, A, xl2 
x 
( 
F I Wnd(fl, AM*) e, A, y)12 
> 
112 
112 
+ 
( 
1 I WWQ AI VU, A)(h) e, 4 ~11’ 
e > 
112 
c I UInd(Q AMa*) e, A, y)l 2 . 
e 
Due to our remark again, this is equal to 
K ,+I pF,~e&, x, 0, AJ112 &,,(y, y, 0, A)“’ 
+ KvF.v;, hr h*tX, 4 0, A)‘12 L. .(y, y, 0, N”2. 
Choose a compact symmetric set Bc ia* and a finite set 9 c W\s,. 
Then, after another application of the Schwarz inequality we see that 
is bounded by 
K pF.p&hth*(X, X, 9, B)“2 KB*.a(~,~, 9, B)“’ 
+ KvF.v;,/,r/,*(X, X, 9, B)“’ K,...(Y, y, 9, B)1’2. 
Now note that for every K-finite function cp of regular growth and every 
h E fi(G, I-) the operator 
&r(cp * cp*) T(h * h*) - J%,i-(cp * VP*) T(h * A*) P$yB 
is positive semidetinite, therefore 
K ‘p. ‘p*, h I /I*(-% X, 9, B) < K,, B., ,, . h*(X, X) (x E G). 
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Applying this and Lemma 5.1 to our expression, it turns out to be bounded 
by 
C’. (C(/iF)l p* * /31y2+ C(v,)l a* * ap2)llh * h*~~“2up(X)~ ap(yy 
for x E 6, y E 6’, where C(p,) and C( vF) are the constants from Lemma 5.1 
corresponding to pF * p: and vF * v$ 
From the proof of [S, Lemma 4.51 it is clear that p and v do not depend 
on a. Let IpI<xM*po and lvlb~.~ * v0 according to the definition of 
regular growth. We can assume JV, pO, and v,, to be K-biinvariant, so these 
estimates hold for ,uF and vF as well. But then, since p and v are K-central, 
we have 
and the analogous property for v. The point is that these estimates are 
independent of F. Thus C(p,) and C(v,) are independent of F, too. 
From [S, Appendix to Chap. 43 it is clear that there are ?, CE R, 
independent of c( such that Ia**al,<Clalila*li. Obviously, 
1 a* 1 p = I a Ii. By Proposition 2.3, II h * h* II < I( h 11 2. Note that j = a * D for 
some D E 6, so I p Ii = I a Ii, D. Since the estimate obtained for 
is independent of 9 and B, the proof is finished. 1 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. If a is K-finite then the proof of [S, 
Proposition 8.31 carries over without changes. Now let (a,} be a sequence 
of K-finite elements in g’(G) converging in this space to some a. Due to the 
preceding lemma, for every compact set SL c G x G the sequence { Kyh / Sz } 
is fundamental in B(Q), hence converges to a separately contrnuous 
function K,,, satisfying 
IK$~Yx~Y)I GC.(lali+ Iali,,)llhll ap(xIK DAY)’ (xEG,yEG’). 
It is simple to prove that L”,“;,(a) Y”(h) is an integral operator on 
CF(G/T) with kernel KT;(x, y). 1 
PROPOSITION 5.2 (supplement). Let a E V’(G), h E $(G, r). Then 
K;ph” E C” (G/T x G/I-) 
with 
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(In fact, the proof is completely analogous to that of [S, Proposition 8.3 
(supplement)] if one notes that T(h) commutes with L,,,(cr).) 
Now we have gathered all prerequisites to apply to our kernels the 
results of [4] about the truncation operator Q, (t < tr) acting in L!,,(G/T) 
by the prescription 
Q,f(x) = g;ff)(x’ if XE 6,, 
if x E %, - G,, I 
for some P E 5. 
The notation is as in Theorem 3.1, which also shows that this definition is 
correct and determines Q,f on all of G/F. The truncation operator Q, is an 
orthogonal projector in L*(G/r) satisfying 
Qt,Qt- = Q,-Q,s = Q, 
for t” < t’ < tr and converging to identity as t + 0 in the strong operator 
topology. 
Since our kernels Ka,h, KEY;, KZ’S, = Ku,h - KT; have all the properties 
used in the proofs of [4, Proposition 4.5 and Lemmas 4.3 and 4.61 we 
obtain the following analogous result. (By P” denoting the orthoprojector 
onto the invariant subspace 9, put L&(x) = L,,,(x) P”, T%(h) = 
T(h) P”.) 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let 3” be one of the spaces L*(G/T), Lf,,(G/T), 
L$,(G/r). Let CI E %?l(G), h E !fj(G, r), t < t,. Then 
QJ&-(4 TX(h) Qt 
is an integral operator in L*(G/r) of the trace class with kernel 
Q?Ql”‘K:, 
(superscripts indicate on which argument the operator acts), the trace being 
given by any of the integrals 
I Q;“Qj*‘K:,(x, x) dx, I Q;” K;,(x, x) dx. G/r G/r 
Moreover, for every A E a* there exist C,,*, C2 E R, A E a* such that 
I Ql”Ql”K:,b> ~11 G C1,2a&Y’ a,,(y)“, 
I Q(*)KF,(x Y)I < C2af(x)’ a,Jy)* 1 . ’ 
for allxEGi,,,,, ~EG~,~~, P, P’eE(G,r). 
One could, of course, indicate how the constants C,, *, C, depend on u 
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and h, but this seems to be unessential. The connection of this result with 
our main task is set up by the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Given a K-finite CI E CT(G) and h E !+j(G, f), the 
operator L$,Jcr) Tdis(h) is of the trace class and 
tr(L$$-(ol) Tdi”(h)) = liiO tr(Q,L$,?,-(cr) Tdis(h) Q,). 
Zf tr(L$,-(cc)) extends to a distribution (on all of C,“(G)) then our assertion 
is true without the K-finiteness assumption. 
Proof It follows from the results of Donnelly [l] that L$(cx) and, 
therefore, L$Ju) F’“(h) is of the trace class for K-finite a. That this is valid 
for non-K-finite tl provided tr(L$,.(cr)) extends to a distribution is just the 
claim of [4, Proposition 4.81. The asserted equality is clear since Q, + Id 
as t +O. 1 
Using the factorization of a as in the proof of Lemma 5.4 it is not dif- 
ficult to extend this result to c1 E V’(G). 
6. INTEGRATION OVER THE DIAGONAL 
Henceforth we shall restrict generality in that we assume that CI E C,“(G), 
h E !&,(G, r). By Proposition 5.5, the trace of Qt L$Jcr) F’“(h) Q, is equal 
to 
jG,r Q12’K&, xl dx - jG,r Qj1)Qj2)K:;(x, x) dx. 
The following discussion parallels [4, Sects. 6 and 71. 
Let x E Y, t < t, (notation of Theorem 3.1 )--then 
Q’*‘K, ,A f , x,x 1 
i 
Kx,&, x) - j K,, &, xn) dn 
N/Nnf 
if xeGp,, (PE5), 
= 
&AX, x) otherwise. 
Here N is the unipotent radical of the corresponding P. Now fix a double 
coset E”c i= and write K,,E for Kdl,XE. Then 
s 
K&x, xn) dn = 1 N,Nnrt;- cWn-‘x-‘) dn, 
NjNnI- z 
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which, in view of Lemma 3.3 applied to the compact set supp(a), equals 
1 1 a(x&zx”) dn, 
<EBAP/T~N N 
provided x E 6,,, and t is smaller than some E~,~. (We can assume n 
varying in some compact subset of N, so xn is in some larger Siegel 
domain than 6,, relative to P.) Put 
where 7~: G + G/T is the natural projection. Then ~2~ is a compact set, in 
fact, it is G/T from which the “cusps” rc(C:,,,) (which are isomorphic 
to C,,/f n P by Theorem 3.l(iv,)) have been “chopped off.” Our 
considerations imply that, if t < E,,=, 
I Qy’Ka,E(X, x) dx G/f- 
where in the second term x= kman according to the Langlands decom- 
position P= MAN per the special split component A. Let t’ < t 
< E,,-rthen 
s Qi?)K&x, x) dx G/r 
= I,,r (QY- Qi2’) K+Ax> xl dx + I,/, Qj*)K&, x) dx. 
The second term is as above. The first term is equal to Cpc 8 of 
X [ 1 f aK(“““(5fi)) dfi] azp dn da dm 
(eEnP/TnN N 
= 
s s 
1 
MIrM 
f a,(ma(<n)) dn uzp da dm, 
ACr’,ll (Eznp,rnN N 
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where A [ t’, t] = {a E A : t’ < u’ < t }, A. being the simple root of (P, A), and 
aK(x) = j a( “x) dk. 
K 
If we interchange the places of n and u-i then the modular factor u2p 
vanishes, and the integrand turns out to be independent of a (note that 
“[N= YN). So we get 
VoltACt', tl) jM,rM em - ;,r N jN%(-(b))dn dm. 
-a-b n 
By our normalization of measures, 
vol(A[t’, t]) = 
log t - log t’ 
111 ’ 
1 A 1 being independent of P. Inserting the resulting expression and summing 
over 3~ supp(h), we obtain 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let a E C,“(G), h E !&,(G, r). Then there exists E > 0 
such that, for t’ < t < E, 
I Qjf)JG,dx, ) dx G/T 
X 
i 
N crK(m(b)) dn dm, 
where D(a, h) is equal to 
- 1 
<ernP/TnN 
h(t) f a(“(&)) di] u2p dn da dm dk. 
N 
(Note that in fact D(a, h) is independent oft.) 
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We now turn to 
I Q;!)Qj?KT;(x, x) dx G/T 
and try to isolate the same log t’ term from it. In order to have an explicit 
expression we are forced to suppose that CI is K-finite. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let a E C:(G) be K-finite, h E !&(G, r), t’ < t,. Then, for 
every A E a*, there exists CE R such that 
1 i. I QY)Ql?)&,(x, Y, 0, AN I dA I G Cap(x)“ a&Y’ 
0 
for all x E G’p,to, YE G,,,,. 
The technique used to establish Lemma 5.4 in connection with 
Proposition 5.5 furnishes this result. It enambles us to derive, in analogy to 
[4], the formula 
I Q;?Qj?)Ka,h(~, x, 8, A) dx G/r 
=- 2 log t’ m trW(Q A)(a) VU, A)@)) 
- tr Ind(U, A)(a) T(O, A)(h) c(U, A)* -&c(O, A) 
> 
-I( 
2M-U 
t”‘(H)“1’ tr(Ind(0, A)(a) T(6, A)(h) ~(0, A)*) 
- t’-A(H)‘~i~tr(Ind(O, A)(a) T(O, A)(h) ~(8, A))), 
H E %(a) being determined by 1 H I= 1. 
As in [4], we want to add up each of these terms separately over U and 
integrate the result over the imaginary axis. Both operations need a 
justification. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let a E CT(G), h E !&(G, ZJ. Then there is equality between 
1 
4n ia* * SC 
2 log t’ 
m W4flo, A)(a) ‘Ufl, A)(h))1 dA I 
and 
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Proof Let PE 5, P= MAN the Langlands decomposition per the 
special split component A, and denote by a,,,(x) the image of up(x) under 
the isomorphism A, --) A. It is easy to show that, for n E a;, c, 
Indl;,, P)AN((4N 1 c( is an integral operator in L?(P) with continuous kernel 
kg(w, ~)=~,,.(X)~“+p~P,A(Y)n+p ~~~I’~~a(xrlany-l)u-“+pdndu. 
Thus it is Hilbert-Schmidt and, due to the factorization provided by the 
theory of the parametrix, even of the trace class. 
Passing to the boldface picture, recall that for A E a: 
So, if @E&7, 
WA) = 0 Indl;r,p,AN((Ap)). 
Pe3 
W(A)(a) @lp(x) = J J k,P(x, km, Ap) @,(km) dm dk. 
K Mlrsu 
Further, 
(T(A)(h) WA)(a) @I&) 
= 1 rp:p(Ap)(h)(Ind(A)(a) alp (x) 
PE3 
= WI k,qP(x, km, A) #.(km) dm dk 
Pe3 K MlrM 
with 
kf’,‘~‘(x~ Y, A) = LdW(~)“’ k:(x, Y, Ap) 
a finite sum, hence continuous. After inserting k,P this becomes the sum 
over 5 E FY,p/rn P of 
hence, by Lemma 4.2, kciP(x, y, A) is equal to 
up(x) ~ A + p u,(y)* 
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where we interpret AP as AN/N in this case. Thus 
Wnd(AM~) T(A)(h)) 
is given by 
Let C be the image of supp(cc,) n P in A, = P/S, a compact set. Then the 
integrand is nonzero only if ap(r) .a E C. Since up(<) depends only on the 
coset [(rn P), 
#((up(t): 5 E supp(h) n P}) < # (supp(h) n P/m P) 
d # (supp(h)lf) < 00, 
so we see that the integral over A, is compactly supported uniformly in 4, 
m, and n. Therefore, 
tr(WA)(a) T(A)(h)) 
= jA, $% jM,=, SEr ;,rnNh(5) j~aK(m(5un))dndmu-“+Pdu, 
n 
which is rapidly decreasing as the Fourier transform of a compactly 
supported function on A,. By Fourier inversion we get 
& j, trUnd(A)(a) ‘W)(h))1 dA I 
ia* 
Hereby our assertion is proved. 1 
In the proof we have seen that tr(Ind(A)(a) T(A)(h)) is rapidly decreas- 
ing on ia*. Using the theory of the parametrix, one can show that the same 
is true of 
z II IN@, A)(a) ‘U& AM)ll 1 1 
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II.II 1 denoting the trace norm. In fact, this is a consequence of 
[4, Lemma 7.41, since IIT(U, A)(h)11 < Ilhll. By the same reason, 
trUnd(A)(a) T(A)(h) c(A)*), 
trW(A)(a) T(A)(h) c(A)) 
are rapidly decreasing, too (and absolutely convergent as sums over 0). 
The latter terms entering into 
(which is in L’(ia*)) with coefficient A(H)-‘, the only remaining term 
s trW(U, A)(a) ‘VU, A)(h) ~(0, A)* -&c(U, A)) 
is in Li({A~ia*: I A I > E}) for any E > 0. That it is in L’(ia*) would (as in 
[4]) be assured by the following 
Assumption. Let a be a K-finite function in C,“(G), h E &,(G, Z). Then, 
for some E > 0, 
Ind(A)(a) T(A)(h) c(A) -c(O) 
I Al > 
E L’( -id, id). 
This assumption is more restrictive than the main assumption of [4, 
p. 491, from which it differs by the presence of T(A)(h). Recently W. Miiller 
has shown that the trace formula of [4] is valid without any assumption if 
one interchanges ummation and integration in the intertwining term and 
asserts only iterated absolute convergence. 
It seems very likely that his method applies to our case, too. So we shall 
not discuss the various possibilities to reformulate or to weaken our 
assumption, which we suppose to be in force for the remainder of this 
section. Note only that if B is a trace class operator in &I’(U) and 0 is 
unramified then 
tr(Bc(A, 0)) = 0 
[S, p. 13 J. So if only finitely many orbits are ramified, the assumption is 
certainly true. This is also the case if G has split rank one. 
Granted the assumption, one can proceed as in [4, Lemma 8.61 and 
prove: 
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PROPOSITION 6.4. Let a E C,“(G) be K-finite, h E sj,(G, r). Then, on the 
assumption, the trace of L:;,-(a) Tdis(h) equals 
Wa, h) +& 1. C tr(Ind(O, A)(a) ‘UU, A)(h) c(fl, A)* 1.* 0 
x-$ ~(0, A))1 dA I -a tr(Ind(O)(a) T(O)(h) c(0)). 
The integral-series is absolutely convergent. 
The following lemma is of significance for the extension to non-K-finite a. 
LEMMA 6.5. Fix h E Sj,(G, r). In the expression given in Proposition 6.4, 
the first and third terms, considered as functionals on C,“(G), are dis- 
tributions. 
Proof We have seen in the proof of Lemma 6.3 that Ind(A)(a) is of the 
trace class for all a E C,“(G). So the last term is a distribution by the closed 
graph theorem. D(a, h) differs from the distribution tr(Q,~L,,,(a) T(h) Q,,) 
by a term (cf. Proposition 6.1) which is a compactly supported integral by 
the proof of Lemma 6.3, thus a distribution. [ 
As in [4] one can show that the second term extends to a distribution in 
abstract0 provided 
d 
sip z ~(0, A) E L’( - i&h, i&A). 
We shall not repeat the arguments. 
7. CLASSIFICATION OF THE ELEMENTS OF THE COMMENSURATOR 
The evaluation of D(a, h) requires a delineation of the elements of F into 
several classes, the characteristic properties of each one being fundamental 
to the further calculation. We shall not consider all elements of i= 
simultaneously but restrict ourselves to an arbitrary double r-coset B in r, 
which will be fixed throughout this section. As a finite union of r-cosets, .Z 
is discrete, which makes it possible to proceed quite similar to [4, Sect. 51. 
The notation 
{5}r= (‘5: Y Er) 
for conjugacy classes is standard. 
Let Es be the subset of E comprised of those elements < with the 
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property that {t} r n P = 0 for all P E iJ (or, equivalently, which do not 
belong to any P E E(G, r)). 
LEMMA 7.1. Let C be a compact subset of G. Then the set of all x E G for 
which there exists 5 E Es such that “c E C is right r-invariant and compact 
mod f. 
ProoJ: The right r-invariance follows from the fact that {Es}T = Es. 
Now let x vary through 6 p,t,,r, where PEG. Write x=yy with YEG~,,,,, 
y E r. By Lemma 3.3 if “5 E C, then y cannot be in 6,,, for some E > 0, since 
this would imply that “cl E P. Since the sets 6,,,r cover G, we are done. 1 
COROLLARY. Let 5 E Es and let {x,} be a sequence in G such that 
(x,,[x;’ } stays bounded. Then {x”} h as a convergent subsequence mod I? 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let 5 ~3s. Then 5 is semi-simple. Furthermore, Tc is a 
uniform lattice in G,. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let C be a compact subset of G. Then 
#(({%-C% b%nCZ0))< 00. 
Proposition 7.3 can be deduced from Lemma 7.1, while the proof of 
Proposition 7.2 uses the corollary. In fact, the proofs of [4, Proposition 5.4 
and 5.81 apply word by word (modulo the obvious replacements). Note 
that if r were uniform in G, both propositions would retain their validity, 
Lemma 7.1 being trivial in that case. 
The remaining set of “parabolic” elements 
will be subdivided further, but first we prove some common properties. 
These need a number of prefatory, basically known, facts. 
Let P be a split parabolic subgroup of G with unipotent radical IV, and s 
be a semi-simple lement of P. Since Ad,s is semi-simple, we have a decom- 
position 
n = n, + n(s), 
where n, is the centralizer of s in n and n(s) = (Ad s - 1) n. By exponen- 
tiation we obtain a decomposition 
N= N,N(s), 
N(s) being some closed analytic submanifold of IV. The map 
qs: N+N, q,(n) = [s-l, n] = s-‘nsn-‘, 
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has differential at 1 
dqs=Ad,(s-‘)- I,, 
thus the tangent space of s- ’ {s} N = [s- ‘, N] at 1 is n(s). Moreover, if 
XE n is an eigenvector of Ad s with eigenvalue p, then 
cps(expX)=exp(p-‘- 1)X. 
So if Ad,, s splits completely, we get 
[s-l, N] = N(s). 
In the general case the same can be shown by passing under Ad to the 
complex group Int(g,) ( recall that G was supposed to be admissible). Now 
cps 1 N(s) turns out to be an automorphism of the analytic manifold N(s), 
because it is the composition of natural isomorphisms 
N(s) -t N/N, + {& -wl{s}N. 
Using induction on the degree of nilpotency of N it is not difficult to 
deduce that the map z,: N(s) x N, + sN given by r,(n’, n”) = n’(srz”) is an 
isomorphism of analytic manifolds. (Note that, for abelian N, we have 
s,(n’, n”) =scp,(n’) n”.) In this connection, recall from [2, Lemma 91 the 
formula 
jNf(sn) dn = I(S) JNIN i f(“‘(sn”)) dn” dn’ 
s s 
for fe L’(sN), where I(S) = 1 det(Ad,,,J-‘) - l)[ . 
Until the end of this section, by (P, S) we shall denote a r-cuspidal sub- 
group of G with some Langlands decomposition P = MAN. Write L = MA. 
LEMMA 7.4. Put -8, = SAN n h4 (the projection of Z n P on M along 
AN). Then E,,,, c r, (the commensurator of r,+, in M). 
Proof: Let <EE~P, y~rnP. Put {q}=t;ANnM, {6}=yNnM. 
Then (y = “6 mod N, and we see that (‘r),,, = “rM. The commensurability 
of rn P and ‘Tn P implies that of FM and (‘r),. i 
In what follows 8, will not be of as much interest as 
E”,=Z‘NnL, 
the projection of B n P on L along N, which will play a role analogous to 
that of rM. Lemmas 7.4 and 7.6 together with Proposition 7.2 have the 
following corollary. 
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PROPOSITION 7.5. 8, consists of semi-simple elements. If 5 E .Z n P with 
semi-simple component s and {q} = <N n L, then s and q are N-conjugate, 
and thus there exists a split component A(s) of P with corresponding Levi 
component L(s) such that SE L(s). 
Moreover, A(s) and L(s) are defined up to N,-conjugacy, for if 
s E L(s) n “L(s) with n E N, then [n-l, s] = (“-Is) s-l E N n L(s) = { 11. 
LEMMA 7.6. Let r be a discrete subgroup in the locally compact second 
countable group G and H a closed subgroup of G such that H n r is uniform 
in H. Suppose that 5 E r normalizes H. Then H, n r is uniform in H,. 
Proof We assert that He( H n r) is closed in H. The proof is entirely 
analogous to that of [7, Lemma 1.143. Let {hk} c H,, {yk} c HnT, 
hkyk -+ h. Since rgr is discrete, from y;l cyk + h-‘<h we infer that ykl lyk 
must stabilize from some k, on, i.e., yky&l E H, for k > k,. Now put hi = 
hkykyG1 E H,. Then h;yk,, = hkyk + h, thus hi + h’ E H,, h’y,,, = h. So we 
have proved the assertion, from which the lemma follows by [7, 
Theorem 1.131. 1 
This lemma immediately implies that, in our situation, N, n r is a 
uniform lattice in N,. The following result will be more significant. 
PROPOSITION 7.7. Let s be the semi-simple component of 5 E En P. Then 
N, n r is a uniform lattice in N,. 
Proof: The Lie algebra n admits a direct sum decomposition 
n=n,+n,,, 
I being the unique simple root of (P, A) (these subspaces were called gl, 
gzn in Section 3). By exponentiating we get a decomposition 
with N1 n Nzl = { 1) and N,, = [N, N]. If N is non-abelian ( Nzn # { 1 } ), 
then it is two-step nilpotent with centre N,,. 
There is a libration 
with tibre 
NslNs nr + NJ W, n r) ibj. 
which is compact by Lemma 7.8, because N,, n r is a uniform lattice in 
N,, (consider the analogous tibration with s = 1). So we need only show 
that the base of our fibration is compact. 
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Apply Lemma 7.6 to the abelian subgroup N/N*; of P/N,, (where 
(N n r) Nz2/N,, is uniform in N/N,, due to the fibration with s = 1 bthus 
in (N/N,,)e = (N/N,,), = N,N,,/NzA we have the uniform lattice 
(N, Nzi n r) Nzl/Nzl. The last equality is clear at least for the Lie algebras 
by the semi-simplicity of s, but “(exp X) = exp(Ad(s) X) for XE n. Thus we 
know that the Iibration 
has compact base. But the tibre 
is also compact. So is, therefore, the source, which also fibres over 
NsN2AIWsN2A n r) Ns,2j.. Thus (N,N,, n r) N,,,,/N,,,, is a uniform lattice 
in the abelian group N,N2njNs,2j,, and we can apply Lemma 7.6 to 
PsN21.lNs,2~, which shows that in 
we have the uniform lattice (N, n r) N,,,lN,,,,. 1 
Remark. By Lemma 7.4, s = ma, where mMMcs,, ad(s). Proposition 7.2 
now implies that M(s),n rMcsj is a uniform lattice in M(s), =M(s),. 
Conjugating s to {ye) = (Nn L by an element of N, we see that (r,), is a 
uniform lattice in M,. 
After [4], we now develop a certain counting argument. Let q EEL. If 
r E En UN with Jordan decomposition 5 = SU, then s E { v>~ and u E N,, 
thus 5 E sN,. Introduce 
Y? = {s E 1~)~: s is the semi-simple component of some <E En qN}. 
PROPOSITION 7.8. Let q E EL. Then 
1 #(EnnN,/I'nN,)= #(ZnqN/TnN)l(rj), 
{Jll-,,VCYq 
where z(s) = (det(Ad,,,?(q-‘) - I)[. 
The motivation to form the sum on the left-hand side comes from the 
decomposition 
For the proof we need a lemma. 
580/X4/2-11 
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LEMMA 1.9. Let N be a connected simply connected nilpotent Lie group, 
r a lattice in N of covolume 1, and 52 a compact subset in Aut(N). Then 
there exists a function f E Y(N) (i.e., f. exp E Y(n)) with the property that 
for alln,, n,fN, andqEl2. 
Proof Replacing f by a suitable left and right translate, we may assume 
that n, = n2 = 1. One knows that there exists a lattice r, in n such that 
log r = Uy= 1 Xi + r, for some q E N, X, , . . . . X4 E n. Put g = f. exp, 
+ = log. cp .exp. Let r,* c n* be the lattice in n* dual to r,. By the Poisson 
sumrhation formula, 
1 f(‘P(Y))=~j~I expVni(y*, $(xj)>)(goti)h(Y*). 
YET : 
Note that (go $)A (y*) = 1 det(dq)l -’ g($*(y*)). We can choose 2~ C:(n*) 
so that g(O) # 0 and 
(p-1 (suppg) f3 r,*= (0) 
for all cp E 52. This proves the lemma. 1 
Proof of Proposition 7.8. Put, for f e Y(qN), 
c f (“‘(&“)) dn” dn’. 
The absolute convergence of this series will become clear later. Normalize 
the measures on N, N,, N,N,, so as to assure that the intersection of r 
with each of these groups has covolume 1 in it. Two elements , s’ of Yq 
belong to the same N,,-coset iff they are N,,-conjugate, in such case 
N, = N,. . Thus 
Z,(f) = j C f (“‘(cd’)) dn” dn’. 
N/N n I- sN2,. c Y,, Nz;. Nsnr\Ns <eEnsN,N2;. 1 
Since s E {q } N, we have N, N,, = N, N,, , which is a normal subgroup of N. 
The expression in brackets can be written as 
c I c f (“‘( C;yn”)) dn”. 
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If we takefof the form 
f(v1n2) =f,(n,)f2(n2) trill E N(rl)13 n2 E NqN2i.) 
then Lemma 7.9 shows that, for suitably chosen f2 E Y(N,N,,), the last 
expression becomes 
c 
5 E En sN, Nz;/T n N,, N2i 
yl(n’t) jNqNzif2(n2) dn,, 
provided n’ varies in some compact subset of N. Here y1 corresponds to f, 
under the natural bijection N(q)). + N/N,N,,. With this expression we get 
Al(f)=J c 
NINnr 5cEn~N/rnNrN2;. 
71(~‘5) jNvNlif2(n2) dn2dn’ 
= #(z-n rlN/rn N) ~N,NqNz~?lb,) dn, [NON2j,f2(n2) dn2 
A 
= #(EnqN/TnN)J f(qn)dn 
N 
for suitably chosen y1 E Y’( N/N, N,,) by Lemma 7.9. Performing all trans- 
formations in the opposite direction, we see that Z,(f) has been correctly 
defined. On the other hand. 
I,(f)=j 1 
NINnf se.v; 
#(znsN,/TnN,)j f(“‘(sn”))dn”dn’ 
NJ 
= 1 #(Z 
ISlrCT,V=Yq 
nsN,/fnN,)j 1 f(“‘(sn”))dn”dn’ 
NIN, N, 
= 1 #(z 
{S)r,,VCYq 
nsN,/I’n N,) I(s)-~ jNf(sn) dn, 
but z(s) = z(q) and sN = qN. We can arrange matters in such a way that 
this integral is nonzero (cf. Lemma 7.9). So the proof of the formula is 
complete. 1 
Now we are going to delineate E-P. 
LEMMA 7.10. Let <E z”n P, l= I]V with q EL, v E N. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
0) VE CN, 5-‘I; 
(ii) r is N-conjugate to q; 
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(iii) {oNnL#O; 
(iv) there exists a split component A(<) of P with corresponding Levi 
component L(5) such that 5 E L(r); 
(v) 4 is semi-simple. 
In fact, Proposition 7.5 shows that (v) * (iv), the rest is obvious. 
We shall denote the subset of semi-simple lements in Zcp by EJ * ) and 
Put 
Zp(**)=Ep-Ep(*). 
Lemma 7.10 provides a number of alternative descriptions of these sets. 
PROPOSITION 7.11. Let C be a compact subset of G. Then 
~WF Ep(*): {~}&K#0})--. 
This proposition is a corollary of the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 7.12. Let C be a compact subset of G. Then 
#({{h-,~&: hvGncf0a>,-. 
Proof We first show that 
The condition on q defining this set can be written as 
{qAN},n {C}K#lZj. But {VAN),= {q},,,AN, and {C},cKCK, so the 
set in question is contained in 
Since KCKAN n A4 (the image of KCK n P under the projection P + M) is 
compact, we need only refer to Proposition 7.3. 
By the proof of Lemma 6.3 the map EL + Z,,., is finite-to-one, so the 
argument is complete. 1 
LEMMA 7.13. Let q E 8,. Then 
#({{@>rc sA*): {SjrNnM= {v>~,>)<~. 
Proof: For {{}r in this set, we have by Lemma 7.1O(ii) 
h-Lo {%+0. 
Let w be a compact set in N such that (I’n N) o = N. Then 
{tl>wn {Or+ 0, 
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but the compact set {q}, can contain but finitely many points of the 
discrete set E. u 
The property of Ep( * ) proved in Proposition 7.11 fails to hold for 
Ep( *a). On the other hand, due to the following proposition, the 
non-semi-simple lements do not cause combinatorial problems. 
PROPOSITION 7.14. Let to E ,Zp( ** ). Then there exist PE 3, 5 E ,Z”n P 
such that 
This is a simple consequence of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7.15. Let r E Zp( ** ) A P n P’, P, P’ E E(G, f’). Then P = P’. 
Proof As we recalled in Section 3, there is an element of 
U PWP 
WE W(A) 
which conjugates P to P’. This means that we can find n E N such that “A is 
a split component for both P and P’, and thus 
“LcPnP’. 
If our assertion were false (P # P’), then there would be equality, which 
would imply 5 E “L and < E E”,( * ). i 
COROLLARY. Let 5 E .Fp( ** ) n P. Then r, c P. In fact, y E r, implies 
that 5 E yP, thus yP = P and y E P. 
Besides the distinction between semi-simple and non-semisimple lements 
we shall need still another decomposition of E,, in preparation for which 
the following lemma is necessary. 
LEMMA 7.16. Let P, P’EE(G,r),cEBnPnP’. Then N,=(l)-=- 
N;= {I}. 
ProoJ By the variant of the Bruhat lemma recalled in Section 3 P and 
P’ have a split component in common and are, therefore, opposite para- 
bolics (or coincide, but then our assertion is trivial). Thus the Killing form 
sets up a non-degenerate Ad-invariant pairing between n and n’. Let 
X’ en’. If for all XE n 
(Ad(g) X-X, xl) =O, i.e., (X,Ad(r-‘)X’-X’)=O, 
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then Ad(<) X’=x’. This shows that the orthogonal complement to 
(Ad(t)-1)nisn;. Henceng={O}~n;=(O}. 1 
Now we have the justification to define Ep(r) as the set of those r E Zp 
for which N, = { 1 }, provided 5 E P. We call these 5 regular, while the 
elements of 
E,(s) = Ep - Z,(r) 
will be called singular. Obviously, t E Z n P is regular iff [N, 5 -‘I = N, so 
Lemma 7.10(i) implies that 
Sp(r) c Ep( * ). 
Furthermore, <E Bn P is regular iff {<}, = 5N. Thus, for regular 5, any 
element p of :N is of the form “5 with n E N, so N, = “N, = { 1). Thus, if we 
define 
zL(r)= {qeEL: N,= {l}}, ZJs) = ZL - zL(r), 
which are the sets of regular (resp. singular) elements of ZL, then < E En P 
is regular iff its L-component v] is. 
If 4 E Ep(r) n P, then by Proposition 7.5 there is a uniquely determined 
split component A(<) with corresponding Levi component L(5) such that 
5 E L(r). By the proof of the preceding lemma, in this case there is a uni- 
quely determined P’ E E(G, r) such that r E P’ and that there are no other 
P” E E(G, r) besides P and P’ containing <. In fact, P’ (if diffeent from P) is 
the opposite parabolic to P with respect o A(<). The following proposition 
is now obvious. 
PROPOSITION 7.17. Let l E ~?~(r). Then there is a uniquely determined 
split abelian subalgebra a(5) in g such that 5 E L(t), the centralizer of 
A(5) = exp a(<), and that A(<) is a split component of every P E E(G, ZJ 
containing 5. There are at most two such P. Zf y E r, then A()‘l) = YA(5). In 
particular, Tr is contained in the normalizer of A(t) in G (in which L(5) is a 
subgroup of index 2). 
Put 
ri = r, n L( 5) ( = 0 L(5)), = c.d). 
Clearly [r,:r;] <2. 
PROPOSITION 7.18. Let <E r ( ) yp r n P, P E E(G, r). Then the Tn N-con- 
jugacy classes in CN n { tj } rn p are in one-to-one correspondence with 
v-Mcr,w:. 
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Pro@ If 6 E (rM&, then y E 6Nn r is determined up to f n N, so ‘[ 
is determined up to Tn N-conjugacy. Moreover, ‘5 E ‘5N= <N, and we 
have built a map from (rMcCJS to the set of Tn N-conjugacy classes in 
5Nn @Lp. One verities that this map sets up the required correspon- 
dence. B 
PROPOSITION 7.19. Let q E EL(r). Then 8 n qN consists of 
#(En qN/Tn N) drl) 
r n N-conjugacy classes. 
This is simply a special case of Proposition 7.8. 
On the basis of the results of the present section we can decompose E 
into the disjoint union 
F-F Y--s u Ep(r) u Ep( *, s) u E”,( ** ), 
where zp( *, s) = 8,( * ) n E&Y). The reader familiar with the usual way of 
deriving the trace formula might miss the analogue of Z,-, the centre of I’, 
in our decomposition. This would be the centralizer of r in 5’. But 
Cent, r c zp( *, s), 
and although some proofs would be simpler for these “central” elements, 
they would only occupy additional space. 
8. THE SEMI-SIMPLE TERM 
The following discussion, albeit sometimes very close to [4, Sect, 91, is in 
many respects impler than the latter. Our task will be to obtain an explicit 
formula for D(cl, h), where a E C:(G), h E &,(G, r). We shall treat only 
D(a, S) = D(a, x5), B being a double f-coset in 7. One can then sum over 
E”c supp(h). By Proposition 6.1, 
(The third term tends to zero as t -0.) Let us break up the first term 
according to the decomposition of B obtained in Section 7. The present 
section will be devoted to .2s u sp( * ). 
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Consider 5, first. By Lemma 7.1, 
is compactly supported on G/f, thus integrable. In view of Proposition 7.2 
we can write 
[G,r <F, 4xt) dx = c VW,/&) j ~4~5) dx,E iClP=G w+ 
the expression on the right-hand side being independent of the choice 
of the invariant measure on G,. Due to Proposition 7.3 the sum over 
r-conjugacy classes is finite. Each integral is compactly supported. 
Let us now come to Zp(r). Let 5 be as in Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let {&,)rc Ep(r). Then there exist uniquely determined 
r-cuspidal subgroups P, P’ E 5 and conjugacy classes { 5 > rn p c En P, 
w TAP c En P’ such that 
K&-n LJ PI’= {tL-,,u {Urnp. 
P”E iJ 
Here fOrnp= il’lrnpT o r,, # riO. Furthermore, there exists w E r with 
the properties 
“5’ = 5 and “~Pda(5’)) = -~P(a(S)). 
Proof: By definition of ,Fp, { t;,},n P # 0 for some P E 5. Let 
5 E (&, lrn P. Suppose contrarily to our assertion that for all P’ E 5, ail 
<’ E { r,} r n P’, and all w E r satisfying “5’ = < we have 
“~PJa(r’)) = UP. 
Then ,P’ = P, and therefore P = P’, w E P. Thus r, c P, and {r }, meets 
only one element of 5, namely P. These facts will imply a contradiction. 
Let C be a compact neighbourhood of 5, E > 0, and put 
f(x) = c XKCK(XYS)(l - XP,,hJ)h 
YE rlri 
xp,e being the characteristic function of the cylindrical domain 6P,E. Due to 
the discreteness of {g}, the functionf is locally bounded. We claim that f 
has compact support as a function on G/T. This need only be shown for x 
varying in GP’,to, P’ E 5. By Lemma 3.3 there exists E,, > 0 such that 
x E ep,,y, and “{ E KCK imply ‘5 E En P’, i.e., P’ = P and y E P by our 
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assumption. So f vanishes on GY,,, for all P’ #P. For x E 6,, only those 
terms with y E P intervene, but then 
1 - XP,e(W) =1 - XP,E(Xh 
which vanishes on 6,,,. 
Thus f is integrable on G/P. Write G = KSA(<). Bearing in mind that 
rc c S, we have 
j& f(x) dx = j-, x~,v(~t)(l- xP,Ax)) dx 
Since 5 E C, the integral over S/T< is nonzero. This gives our contradiction. 
Hence there exist P’ E 3, t;’ E { t;,} ,- n P’, w E P satisfying 
WY = t;, “baa) = -@p(a(C;)). 
IfP”E5, YE {L}r n P”, then 5” is r-conjugate to 5 and to 5’; let Y5” = t’, 
y E r. If not 
VY(a(<“)) =%p(a(<‘)), i.e., ?P” = P’, then 
“V?~,(a(~“)) =gp(a(<)), i.e., wyP’r = P. 
In either case P” is one of P, P’ (which we already know from Proposition 
7.17), and 5” is rn P”-conjugate to < (resp. 5’). Thus 
{t;,),n LJ P”= {tlrnpu {S’lrnPc. 
P”.Zg 
Now if rCo#r&, i.e., r, # r:, then any w E rl; - P has the indicated 
properties for <’ = 5, and the result just established shows that 
GA-n U P”= W-rip. 
P”E 5 
Conversely, if 5’ = r, then w reverses the chambers in a(<), thus cannot 
belong to P. 1 
Write 
where 
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Due to Proposition 7.11 the sum over (to},- is finite. As concerns the 
integrals, we need not “cut off’ all “cusps” for these terms. The support of 
ZF spreads only into the cusps corresponding to P and P’, as we shall just 
see. In the notation of the preceding lemma, put 
mx, r)=qc 4”‘5)(1 -XP.r(-v)-xXP’,r(xYw)) 
YEW-,” 
=4c y~~pwwl -Xp,*(xYw-‘)-Xp,,r(XY)), 
t 
a function on G/Z depending on <,, only via (<o)r. The equality of both 
expressions is shown by the substitution y -+ yw-‘. Clearly qeo = qc = qe,. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let a E C,“(G). There exists E > 0 such that, for all < E Ep(r) 
and t < E, supp(Zi( ., t)) c 0, and 
Proof: The discussion here is similar to the proof of Lemma 8.1. 
Assume that PE 5, 5 E P. First we show that I!(-, t) vanishes on GYP.‘,&, 
P” E 5, which clearly implies our first assertion. By Lemma 3.3 there exists 
E E (0, fE), depending only on supp(a) and E, such that 
XEG PI,E and “5 E supp(a) - ‘5 E P”, i.e., P” E (P, P’}. 
As for the case XE (Sp,E, ‘5 E P implies (by Lemma 8.1) that y E P (or 
yw E P, if P = P’), but then 
1 - XP&Y) - xP~,tbYw) = 1 - XP.AX) = 0 
for t < E, so Zf( ., t) vanishes on Gp,E, too. We have used the fact that 
6p,t n 6;p,.,w-’ = Qr for t < t,. It follows from Theorem 3.l(iv,) in view of 
,P’ # P, which is implicit in the assertion of Lemma 8.1. The remaining 
case XEG~. 
In fact, this’is 
is treated with the help of the second expression for Zi(x, t). 
only a question of exchanging notations. 
To prove our second assertion, we simply remark that the condition 
XP,,(XY) + 0 (rev. ~d-4 f0) 
or still, 
WEEP,, (rev. XY E fJPc,,), 
implies that the image XT of x in G/Z lies beyond $2,. 1 
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Due to the Lemma, 
1 z:(x,dx=f Zf(x, t)dx 
Q, G/T 
=4c f Glr; 
Hx5)(l - xp.r(x) - xp.,rW)) dx 
=4c aAnY) 
X 
f 
(1 - ~~,,(a)- ~~,,(nmaw)) da dm dn. 
A(6) 
By Lemmas 7.1 and 7.4, a,(““<) is compactly supported uniformly in < and 
n as a function on M(&J)/(T,,&, . Further, in view of Propositions 7.18, 
7.19, 
CfrM(&: q < 07 
thus the integral over M(<)/r, O is compactly supported. S is closed in G, so 
{<}, is closed in {<}G and, therefore, in G. Since S, c M(r), the image of 
suppb-4n b% under the projection 
(~)srS/S,+S/M(~)~N 
is compact. So the integral over N is compactly supported, too. Because of 
“-‘L(t) = L(t’) we have 
thus 
a&muw) = u,+lw . “-‘(mu)) = u&lw) .92, 
(1 -~P,,(u)-~p~,,(nmuw))du= -2- 
where HP* = log . ap’. This is independent of the choice of w. Now 
aA”“rl) dm UHAMS) w)) dn 9 
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where P = MAN is the Langlands decomposition per the special split com- 
ponent A, (II} = [Nn M, and n(t) is the unique element of N with the 
property that n(r)< = q (cf. Lemma 7.10). The expression can be transformed 
to 
where I(V) = Idet(Ad,(q-‘) - l)[ = 1 det(dp,)l and w(5) = n(t) wn(t’)-‘. It 
is easy to see that 
W(%+.r(a’) = -%&?(a). 
Fix kc K with kP= P’ and put wp(<) = w(5) k. Then 
WP(%p( a) = - %p( a) and UHAnw(t))) = UHAnwAS))). 
Returning to our central task, keep in mind Propositions 7.17, 7.18, and 
Lemma 8.1, and write 
X s Z:(x) dx, R. 
which on the basis of Lemma 8.2 and the calculations following it is equal 
to 
X - z 4q)Fl f, bcrM, aA”Yrln)) dm dn 
9 
1 
+2 IAl -f 5 
a,dnmv) dm VfJp(nwp(5))) dn 
N M/(~M), 
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Fix a representative W,EK for the nontrivial element of W(A). Then 
wp(<) = wpma (m E M, a E A) and 
where C,(t) = l(log a). Note that C,(t) does not depend on the choice of 
k and wp. Put 
Then, by Proposition 7.17, 
X 
IS 
a,(‘“rp)dmdn+~Cjj j G~~(~“%,I) dm dn 
N M/(f-~)q N Ml(f-,u)rj 
1 
+2 111 
- # (Zn qN/Tn N) I(V) 
l(V) + #(8nqN/rnN)x 
X 
ss atAn’?) Uff&w,)) dm dn N M,(F~M) ‘I 
We have proved 
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PROPOSITION 8.3. Let LY E C?(G). For t less than some E > 0, 
where the measure on G, = M, A is adjusted to that on M,. The sums on the 
right-hand side are jkite, the integrals are compactly supported. The last 
integral can be written as a weighted orbital integral, namely 
I G,G dXrl)UHP( xwp) + HP(x)) dx. n 
We come now to Zp( *, s). 
PROPOSITION 8.4. Let 5 eZp( *, s). Then r5 is a non-untyorm lattice 
in G,. 
To prove this one has to modify the proof of [4, Proposition 5.24, 
pp. 71-733. One uses Lemma 3.3, the discreteness of EL (cf. the proof of 
Lemma 7.12), and Lemma 8.6 below. The proof has the following corollary 
(where p,, = jtr . ad,,, 1 a). 
LEMMA 8.5. Let cr~Co”((G), ~EZ-,(*,S)~~N,~EZ~, A~%?~(a)-2p,. 
Then 
LEMMA 8.6. Let 5 E Ep( + ) n P, let C’ be a compact subset of N. Then 
there exists C, > 0 such that, for all a E A({), a” > 1, 
#C{<>,n t. OC’) G C&4Adnl,,(a)). 
ProoJ: By Lemma 7.1O(ii), Z”,( *)n (NC {t},, thus 
#((t}nt.“C’)< #(En(t),nt.“C’)= #(t-‘EnN(t)n”C’) 
= # (t-‘Zn “C(Q), 
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where C’(c) = C’ n N(5). Observe that t-‘E consists of finitely many cosets 
tkr and that, for some symmetric set o c N of positive measure, the sets 
ot,y (y E r) are pairwise disjoint. If oc: t N, is a compact symmetric set 
with o&f n N,) = N, and if C= C’(t) W; then 
# (ckrn “c’(t)) # (Tn “co:) vol(0) < # (<,rn “C) vol(0) < vol(w ‘“C) 
6 v01(~(wC)) = det Ad,(a) vol(oC), 
det Ad,,(a) vol(wc) = v01(%~) < # (rn CO<. “wc) voi(w,) 
$ #(f n “c0$) vol(oe). 
These estimates imply our assertion. 1 
PROPOSITION 8.7. Let tl E C:(G). Then 
.6,,. ; s) 4x5) dx = c 
z *, {C)rcEd*.S) 
voUGc/rt) lG,G< ~(~0 d-c 
The sum on the right-hand side is finite, the integrals are compactly 
supported. 
(The conjugacy class {t } G is closed, so {t;} G n supp(cr) is compact. The 
finiteness assertion follows from Proposition 7.11.) 
9. PREHOMOGENEOUS VECTOR SPACES AND ZETA FUNCTIONS 
This section is devoted to some prerequisites necessary for the treatment 
of the non-semi-simple contribution to the trace formula. Most of them 
have been obtained in [2, Sects. 1 and 2 3 so in particular the following one 
(cf. [2, Lemma 1 J and the discussion succeeding it). 
LEMMA 9.1. Let P be a rank one split parabolic subgroup of the 
admissible real reductive Lie group G with Langlands decomposition 
P= MAN. Put L = MA, take p rZ(n, a). Fix invariant measures on the 
various L, (n E N,) which are compatible with the conjugacy action of L, and 
a Euclidean measure on N, = exp n,. Then there exists a function 
J,, : N,, + R + such that 
for aN f E C,.(N,), where pfi = +tr 0 ad,” 1 a and {a(l)} = IMn A. Moreover, 
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jp=JlrOexp:n,,+R+ is R +-homogeneous of degree mp = dim n,, and ji is 
the absolute value of a polynomial function. The set 
ft,= (XEn,:j,(X)#O} 
consists of finitely many Ad(L)-orbits, in other words, fip = exp tip consists 
of finitely many L-conjugacy classes. The set np - li, is a union of conical 
(i. e., R+-invariant) Ad(M)-orbits. If n E k,, then L, = M,. 
Let now r be as in Section 3. Take a double coset Z:“c 7. Let 5 E E be 
not semi-simple, so that in the Jordan decomposition 5 = su we have u # 1. 
By Propositions 7.2 and 7.5, 5 is contained in a unique P E E(G, I’), u lies 
in the unipotent radical N of P, and there is a split component A of P such 
that s lies in the corresponding L. Let 1 be the unique simple root of 
(P, A). It is known that G, is an admissible reductive Lie group and that P, 
is a split parabolic subgroup of G, with Langlands decomposition 
P,= M,AN,. 
The set of unipotent components of elements from En P with semi- 
simple component s is s - ‘E n N,, a union of Tn N,-cosets, which is stable 
under the conjugacy action of (r,,,),. As M, preserves the root space 
decomposition of N,, Ad(T,),Y leaves the sets 
logW’~N,,,, n Ns,,d, log(s ~ ‘sn Ns,21), 
lw(W2A n Ns,A and log(rn N,,,J 
invariant. Therefore the Ad(T,),-orbits of elements in these sets are dis- 
crete, thus closed. Acting on them by Ad(m), m E 52 (where Sz c M, is com- 
pact and (r,), 52 = M,) gives Ad(M,)-orbits in n,, and n,,,, respectively, 
which are closed. If such an orbit is conical, it must contain zero, hence it 
will be the orbit (0). Comparing this with Lemma 9.1, we obtain. 
LEMMA 9.2. Let r = su E En P as above. Then 
log(s-‘~Ns,2n n Ns,d = its,, u {O>, 
logW’~n N,,,J = %,2A u {O}, 
lwV’Ns,2A n NJ = %,, u {O>, 
log(rn N.2~1 c cis,2i. ” (0). 
in particular, it,,, and ti,,21 are non-empty. 
Next we generalize [2, Lemma 43 to the case of the commensurator. For 
any affine algebraic group H defined over a subfield k of @, we denote the 
group of k-rational points by H(k). We can embed the aforementioned 
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group N into a unipotent algebraic Q-group N in a canonical way such 
that N=N(R) and rnNcN(Q) (cf. [7, Theorem 2.123). 
LEMMA 9.3. Let 5 E S”n P be non-semi-simple with Jordan decomposition 
5 = su. Then N, is defined over Q, and u E N,(Q). Introduce a Q-structure in 
n, by the identification n, g n/n,*. Let k = R or 62 according to whether the 
split rank of G is 1 or > 1. There exist reductive linear algebraic groups 
L(s, u) and rational representations oS,p of L(s, p) on nS,p,c @E (1,2;1}) 
defined over k such that (L(s, u), oS+, n,, C) is a k-regular prehomogeneous 
vector space with generic orbit rii,,p,C whose algebra of relative invariants 
defined over k is generated by a single element P~,~. Moreover, j,,(X)‘= 
c 1 p,,(X)I” (XE n,,) for some c E R, n E N, j,,(X) being the Jacobian of the 
orbital map L,LSqx --+ Ad(L,) X at 1. 
Proof It follows readily from Proposition 7.7 that N, is defined over Q. 
Let Z (resp. G,) be the maximal abelian (resp. compact) connected normal 
subgroup of G. Then G* = G’/ZG, decomposes as an almost direct product 
of subgroups G,, G, such that Z-‘* = rr(Tn Go) (n: Go -+ G* denoting the 
natural projection) is commensurable with r1 Tz, where r, = r* n G, is an 
irreducible lattice of rank one in G, and f2 = r* n Gz is a uniform lattice 
in G,. Now G, = Int(g,, c) is a semi-simple linear algebraic group with 
trivial centre. If r is arithmetic then G, has a Q-structure such that 
Ad,,(T,) c Gr(Q) is an arithmetic subgroup in the narrow sense. The map 
Ad,, o rc 1 N extends to an isomorphism of algebraic groups N -+ N, c G, 
which is defined over Q for arithmetic f. 
In order to prove that u E N(Q) we may by [2, Lemma 3 J assume that 
5 E Go, so that X(S) = s1s2, n(u) = u, with s2 E G2 and Ad(s, ur) in the com- 
mensurator of Ad,,(T,). If this group is arithmetic then its commensurator 
is equal to Cl(Q) by [9, Proposition 6.2.21, and the Jordan decomposition 
Ad(s,u,) = Ad(s,) Ad(u,) shows that Ad(u,) E G,(Q), thus ueN(Q). On 
the other hand, if rl is non-arithmetic then by [9, Theorem 6.2.5 and 
Proposition 6.2.31 [r, : r,] < co, so using [2, Lemma 31 we may assume 
that s1 u1 E rl. Lemma 4 of [2] applied to r, shows that u E N(Q) in this 
case, too. 
Since the lattices log(RV,, n N,) in n, and log(Tn N,,) in nzL are being 
transformed by Ad(s) to commensurable ones, Ad,,s and Ad,,,s are 
defined over CD. This said, the proof of [2, Lemma 41 carries over without 
essential changes. 1 
If the conditions of the preceding lemma are satisfied, we can apply the 
results of [2] to the zeta functions associated with 
log(s-‘~~~,2,n~,,%)cn,,(Q)u (0) 
and 
log(s-‘Sn N,,,,) c n,,,(Q) u (0). 
580/84/2-I2 
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10. THE NON-SEMI-SIMPLE TERM 
Now we continue the discussion of Section 8 and consider the con- 
tribution of EJ **) to D(cY, E). By Proposition 7.14, 
(disjoint union). Note that the natural projection P--t L takes Tn P-con- 
jugacy classes to r,-conjugacy classes, therefore 
Ep(**)= u (J U wr fe5 {rl)r,~~~~~(s) {6)rop~Sp(**)n{q)r~N 
and 
s c a(“C)dx= c R pEs in)rC [ J:(x) dx, L <Esp(**) MC9‘(s) al 
where 
J:(x) = c C 4xy5). 
{S)rnPcEP(**)n{‘l)rMN ysr/rt 
Due to Proposition 7.12 the sum over (qjrM is finite. Now put 
J;(x, t) = c 1 a(“‘tKl - x~.~(xy)), 
IS)rnpC~P(**ln trlli-# Yew-c 
which is well-defined because of Tc: c S. 
LEMMA 10.1. Let a E C,“(G). Then there exists 
q E ZL(s) and t < E, 
J%G t) = J:(x) xn,W 
The proof of this lemma is entirely analogous 
hence will be omitted. Now, for t small enough, 
E > 0 such that, for all 
to that of Lemma 8.2, 
jQ,J:Cx,dx=j J;(x,t)dx 
G/r 
x a(“‘O(l - x~&Y)) dx 
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where A is the special split component of (P, S) and A[t, co] = 
{a E A : ad > t}. The integral over A [ t, co] is in fact compactly supported. 
The verification goes as in [ 4, p. 761. Explicating the conjugacy class (q > ,-M 
we obtain after some steps 
i, JT(x) dx = s,,,, co, J-M,,,, 
X c aK(amn() dn dm azp da, 
C~qNnZ,n(*r) 
where all integrals are compactly supported. Following [4], we replace in 
this formula azp by u*~+~‘, z E C, to obtain an entire function of z, whose 
value at z = 0 is 
I J;(x) dx. Q, 
We decompose this function by the formula 
s, . . . c 
qNndp(rr) 
. . .~2p+ri&jlAlt,. . . 1  . .a2Q+zR da 
IJNnB 
+I . . . c . ..a2P+=ld.. 
ACtI qNnEp(*) 
Let us study the resulting terms separately. Write o(z, t) for a function of z, 
depending on t, which is holomorphic in a neighbourhood of z=O and 
approaches zero uniformly in that neighbourhood as t + 0. 
We consider the third term first. 
This is a finite sum of integrals which are uniformly convergent in 
{ Re z > - 2( I p,, l/l ;1 I) + E} by Lemma 8.5. The same is true if we replace & 
by (d/dz) 8. Thus the third term is o(z, t) in (Re z > -2( 1 pq I/I R I) + E) 
(any E > 0). 
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For the investigation of the second term fix a lattice r, in n such tha 
TN = exp(r,) c Tn N, # (log(Tn N)/T,) = q. Let 
where r = # (VW n E/“/r n N). The second term becomes 
Call T,*c n* the dual lattice of r,. Given XE G, X* E n*, put 
Ff(-dp, X*) = j a,(?5, exp X)) exp(2ni(X, X*)) dx. 
n 
Since vol(n/r,) = q, the Poisson summation formula says that 
C aKY(Spy)) =9-l 1 F:(x, lp, y*). 
YerN y*er; 
Consider first the term with y* = 0. 
F,P(amn, tp, 0) = 1 aK(Clm(qZ)) dii = uezp J‘ a,("'(@)) dfi. 
N 
So the contribution to the second term from y* = 0 is 
provided Re z > 0. The contribution of r,* - (0) is 
where C’ denotes summation over nonzero y*. In order to show that this is 
o(z, t), consider 
The integral can be nonzero only if “6(5p N) n supp(a,) # 0 for some 
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x E G’P.0 i.e., (cf. the proof of Proposition 8.4) if ‘1 E C(L) for a suitable 
compact subset C(L) c L. Hence the sum over 6 is finite. Now (cf. the 
proof of Lemma 3.3) G,, c KQA[t] for t < t,. Let, accordingly, x = ksa. 
Then 
C’ I F34 tip Y*)l = 1’ I F,P(s, yp, “y*)l. 
y*er: y*~Ft 
Since (“t;,: a~A[t]} is relatively compact in P and F: is rapidly decreas- 
ing as the Fourier transform of a compactly supported function, for every 
n E N there exists C, > 0 such that the last expression is bounded by 
c, C’ lI”y*lI-n<C, 1’ IIy*II-YP 
y*sr; y*eF; 
for all XE Gp,,, 11. II being some norm on n*, and c > 0. This shows the 
uniform convergence of our integral for z in any right half-plane. Of course, 
the same is true for the derivative in z. Hence the contribution of ft- (0) 
to the second term is an entire function and o(z, t). 
Denote the first term by Y,(q, z), i.e., 
We have proved the following. 
PROPOSITION 10.2. Let q E ZL(s), a E C,“(G). The ‘ntegral-series defining 
Y,(~I, z) as well as its derivative in z converges absolutely and uniformly for 
Re z> E (any E >O) and admits a meromorphic continuation to Re 
z > - 2( 1 p,, l/l A I ) whose only possible singularity is a simple pole at z = 0 
with residue 
dn dm azp + =A da. 
Furthermore, as t + 0, 
s J;(x) dx 0, 
is equivalent to 
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or still to the sum of the constant terms in the Laurent expansions at z = 0, 
namely 
The function Y,(Q z) will be the subject of our further considerations. 
Recall the decomposition 
qNn%,(**)= u u Y(sN,nE-(s}) 
{s)rn~‘=Y,, EI-nN/TnN, 
introduced in connection with Proposition 7.8. The integrand of Y,(Q z) is 
then 
Proposition 7.5 provides n(s) E N with n(S)s = q. Put 
I’(s) = “(“)(Tn N,), Z(s) = ‘@)(s- ‘3 n N,). 
Then, by Proposition 7.7, T(s) is a uniform lattice in N,, and E(s) consists 
of finitely many right r(s)-cosets in N,. Now Y,(Q z) equals 
where 
%(s, P) = jN ,r(s) 
‘I 
t; E;iJ, a.A “(lr . “‘5)) dn’ 
i 
for some invariant measure on N,, where C’ denotes a sum over 5 # 1. 
Now we need some preliminaries. Put 
Us) = 0) N,,2A n N,,,A, ~2A(s) = 0) n N,,2A. 
These are uniform lattices in N,, A (resp. N,,,,). Further, 
zds) = %I N,, 21 n Nv,A, Eczl(s) = Z(s) n N,,21 
consist of finitely many T,(s)-cosets (resp. r,,(s)-cosets). 
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Given 5 E Z(s) - N,,,l, consider the map 
vt: X,/UK,), + Nq,m v&l= Cl-‘, nl. 
Since q .c is a Jordan decomposition, we have (N,), = N,, . Otnkmsly the 
differential of vg at 1 equals 
Ad(t-l)- 1 = -ad(log 5). 
Being a monomorphism of groups, vg is even an isomorphism by Lem- 
mas 9.1 and 9.2. Now the number of Z(s)-conjugacy classes in <N,,zi. n E(s) 
is seen to be equal to 
# CV~‘(~-~(~N,),~~ n W)))/~h)l 
= # CN,,u n if - ‘Wlv~(UN 
= h,(t) vol(N,,,i./vi;(~,(~)))/vol(N~,2~./~2~(~))~ 
where k(5) = # CtN,,2A nZ(s)/I’,,(s)]. Proceeding as in [2] we see that 
Yh(s, p) equals 
Obviously the sets Tn N, and s- 'Zn N, are invariant under the 
conjugacy action of (r,,,,),. T ransferring everything from P, to P, by 
conjugation with n(s), we see that T(s) and Z(‘(s) are invariant under the 
conjugacy action of r,,.,(.r),,, where T,(s) = '(*)rNn M. Since the decom- 
position N, = N,,l N,,,, is preserved by r,,,(~)~, so are Tl(s), r&r), EA(s), 
and Zzl(s). Moreover, if 6 E rM(~)V, then 
%N,,,2>. n Z(s)) = 6tN,,21 n E(s), 
thus Iz,(~)=II,(~~). Hence we can write Yh(s,p) as vol(N,,,/T,(s)) times 
plus vol(N,/T(s)) times 
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YJq, z) can be written as (cf. [2]) 
Inserting the expression for Yh(s, p) gives 
where Yz(s, z, p) is given by 
4 I, L~,L9c N12i aKtp(~. ‘bd) dn241)2pv,i+z’ dl 
.I aK(p(~ .‘()) a(1)2p~+z’ dl. LdLnC 
(Recall from Section 9 that L,, = M,,. In particular, q E M,,, and thus 
Ep(s) n P = Ep(s) n S.) Due to Proposition 10.2 all integrals are absolutely 
convergent for Re z > 0, uniformly in Re z > E. 
Now we are in a position to apply Lemma 9.1. We obtain MO-invariant 
functions JG on N,,, and c on N,,2A. Put 
where, of course, m,,, = dim n,,lr m,,22 = dim n,,21. After a straightforward 
calculation Y&‘(s, z, p) becomes 
a,(“(qn;n;)) dn;$n;)” dn; 
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where 
From Lemmas 9.2 and 9.3 it is clear that, in the notation of [2], we have 
4 E Jm,,A) r”(S)n while the characteristic function of Z,,(S) belongs to 
sf(n,,,)r~‘s’~. Lemma 8 of [2] shows that ii,(s, z) (resp. cft(s, z)) is 
absolutely convergent for Re z > 0 and admits a meromorphic ontinuation 
to the whole complex plane whose only possible singularities are simple 
poles at 0 and -m,,, (resp. -m,,, ). By [2, Proposition 21 these zeta 
functions satisfy certain functional equations. Put 
i:,“,(z) = 1 C,(S> z), i;;&) = c i:;(sT z),islrn,vc~q islrnlvc.~q 
where the sums are finite by Proposition 7.18. Then Y,(Q z) is equal to 
Denote by Ri(n,) the residue and by C$n,) the constant term of [:,,, at 
z = 0. Analogously, denote by Rr(n,) the residue and by C;(Q) the con- 
stant term of c$,, at m,,/2. These functions are locally constant on &,,, 
(rev. fi,,J. If m,, #O then, of course, Rc” =O, while if m,l =0 then 
Ri = 0 and Ci E 0. To avoid unnecessary terms, we denote by 1, the simple 
root of (n,, a), so 1, E {,I, 2d). Then the constant term of Y,(q, z) at z = 0 
is equal to 
while its residue equals 
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or still, by [2, Lemma 91, 
with some locally constant function R, on q-‘z,(N(q) x &T,,A,N,,,21,). All
these integrals are compactly supported as iterated integrals. 
Comparing the last formula with Proposition 10.2, we conclude that 
R,(n) =$ #(@‘In S/-lrn N) vol(M,/(&,),,). 
q 
In particular, R,,(n) does not depend on n. We introduce the notation 
&,I= IdWv,,)l, 
cg, =&,I C~h), C& = C:“r(n,), 
which is unambiguous since an element qn E @V, determines its semi-simple 
and unipotent components (q and n) and the r-cuspidal subgroup P 
containing it. As in [2] one can transform the expression for the constant 
term of zI,(q, z), thus proving 
PROPOSITION 10.3. Let ~E.?~(s), C(E C,“(G). Then, us t +O, 
s J!(x) dx 0, 
is equal mod u( 1) to 
log t -- 
III I c 
aA”Yrln)) dn dm 
X 
s s a,(“(~)) log J,,(n) dn dm, MIM, N 
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where the function Jq is defined by 
J,(V’ . “(vw2)) = J$(nl) (n E NT nl E N,,+ n2 E N,2~,,). 
All sums are finite, all integrals are absolutely convergent. The last term can 
be expressed by weighted orbital integrals, namely 
# (qNn E/Z-n N) f$ vol(M,/(T,),) 
i51l~~~Wgi,, GIG<, 
The representatives tl, l2 have to be chosen in such a way that 
Jy(q-‘g,) = 1 (k = 1, 2). 
It is now an easy matter to combine the remarks at the beginning of 
Section 8 with Propositions 8.3, 8.7, and 10.3 to come up with the following 
formula for D(u, E), valid for c1 E Corn(G): 
+ # Gn vN/rn N) $ fN fMiM 
‘I aK(“‘V) UHp(nwp)) dm dn} 
X 
I I 
aAm( log J,(n) h dm 
All sums are finite, all integrals are absolutely convergent. 
It is clear that, given h E !+j,(G, I’), we have 
D(a, h) = 1 h(E) D(a, E), 
zE r\tjr 
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which is a finite sum. Inserting the expression just obtained and putting the 
result together with Proposition 6.4 give the trace formula. There is no 
need in writing it out here in extenso. 
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